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ABSTRACT
This thesis consists of three main parts, a grammar
of the language of The History of the Kings of Britain from
the Fall of Troy to the Death of Gogmagog. an edition of

The History, and a glossary to the vocabulary of the -edition,
in the grammar the major points of accidence and syntax
are taken up— verb classification and conjugation? declination
of nouns and pronouns, and of adjectives? for®ation of
adverbs* clause construction— •and discussed synchronieslly
and di&ehronieally.
The editing is of fols. 8r col, 2*12* col. 1 of US,

Arundel XXII in the College of Arms. London, a prose ver
sion of Book I of Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia Regum
B.rita,amlae, written in the middle of the fourteenth century.
The ndition presents a typescript of the MS. with abrivations
expanded and errors amendei.
The glossary contains the vocabulary of the edition
with m o d e m synosny«3 .
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CHAPTEF I
ACC IDEI’SC £ AND SYNTAX

Prelladnary Coments on Accidence
The grammar of the language of The History of the
Kings of Brita in Proa the Fall of Troy to the Death of
Toffiaagog is not so such a grammar of rules -as a grammar of
tendencies, one for*, tending to be dominant in determining
the structure of the language, another for® Cor other forms)
appearing with lesser frequency along side the dominant one,
all reflecting a language in a state of great change, at
that time mh&n disappearing f o r m and the fora® replacing
them "‘struggle*' to become the rule of the language.

The

language of The His tor . written down around the middle of

1

the fourteenth century,'

reflects well several changes

which were talcing place in the English language at the tires
the simplification of the strong vert system, ir. process
but not yet complete* the preterite of go chan.fi r tror
~e-r to went. both forms appearing* dative forrr of noarr
exhibiting both the Old English zJL ar,i Nt aerr. Er.fi ish

*erasinations* as tev*ive infiec tions .

ano

, <i tern

inf with little or r.,o rhyme, re as:or , •r hint cf rys tem
* **■_ *■ .
f the Jti3rv:.«r:rr r t
:*.res
iT*.< r.ar. i
•*
■ «*r '1
:i ,»Itr **.&r. *
'\** r.<vs■ ■r,nr „:'
.ent jry , nearer
1■!i.4we 1 ..p [/-» P * o-ie|)*
-j

Scandinavian and English forms of the third person plural
pronoun alternating primarily by case, and adverbs being
formed from adjectives in various ways.

This cl aos reflects

the results of both purely linguistic and political influ
ences on the English Language.

Some of the- changes in the

language had already begun in the Late Old English period,
the simplification of inflections, for example.

rr'ne appear

ance of French words in the English lexicon, „urds which did
not fit easily into the morphological patterns of older
English, hastened the breakdown of inflections in some
areas.

The third person singular and plural forms of pro

nouns in Old brig! ish were becoming phonologically very
similar and, hence, difficult to distinguish; the Scandina
vian third, person plural forms, introduced to the English
during the Danish invasions and the establishment of the
Danelaw in East Anglia, supplied handy and available substi
tutes,

And the language of The History offers' demonstrations

of all.

The reader of the piece, therefore, must be familiar

not with a single system, but with several systems, or, to
be more precise, with bits of several systems.

In the

following pages, there will appear a iescript,..r. of ‘re
system!s) of the grammar of this language, j.^esent inr it,
paradigms the forms as they appear or. the ir various y

>0 ..

accompanied by explanat 2 ons of their zour'-ec . of toe f-cquesv.- Ierr

f appearance, and ■•f *hr- 0 *nl f 1•-a*. <■ :
.o >r

stan-3irur tre n.c*.cry attend .nc or; tru- vsro.o

fortes..

3

nonetheless* the reader is admonished to recall that con
fusion reigns.
The Verb
One can recognise the four basic verb types of Old
English in the- language of The History a Meals verbs, strong
verbs, pretero-pressnt verbs, and anomolous verbs, that
catagery reserved by linguists for those verbs which, refuse
to be classified elsewhere.
The Weak Verbs,

the meek, verb system developed in

fores directly fro®, the Old gnglisit weak verb system, and
is saried hy the

of the preterite forms and the

past ftsrfl^lpl© by adding a dental suffix to the verb steal,
along with the appropriate personal ending:*-

the Old ln#j-

ISsft system still dlstingaiahed. three classes of week vertis,
historically tnte Ja-cl&ss» the 5-class, and the ai-class«
whose earlier vberoaiic vowel often appeared in the preter
ite ferasi the language of The History, however, no longer
reflects this distinction, and one can, therefore, handle
all weak verbs as one twain group.
The verbs which are conjugated in the weak manner
are Old English weak verbs, which simply continued to be
conjugated according to their historical pattern* verts
which had entered the- language as borrowings from the French
or Latins and verbs which had beer, historical iy stror.g but
had be rone weak by analogy.

The roar* of the weak ve.-o, *he

4

dental In the preterite* appears in three basic ferns

in The History; -ed,

-e-de, -yde; ~de. As in so many

other instances, there is no rule determining which form is
employed.

One finds an.uared -and zn/werya, arayuece and

arayued, departyde and ceparty di hurde and -oray de, examples
of the -de ending, do not have contrasting forms* but do
not present sufficient evidence to define a subclass.

In

the past participle, the sign of the weak verb is -ed or -yd
and the participle is prefixed# usually but not always, by

I r g yclerad. ycleped; yexilvd. exiled*
There is also a group of historically weal verbs
which have developed certain irrep&arlties in their pre
terit® t m m .

Ss«@, smeh as brings with its preterite

broustCe) , reflect a Gersarie sound change of /g/ or ,/k/ to
JW* In certain environments. So»e, sndfe as ssends with its
preterite gentle), reflect an English change of dev©icing

emu simplifying the dentals in the preterites where they had
beers doubled# hence sente «- *sendde« The forms tel He) #
t©|4 », reflect changes of j~umlaut and the Old EnglishMiddle English sound shift /a/ > / V ,

the development from

Germanic to the language of The History being as follows}
In the infinitive * tal jar. -** teil.ian ■tel ia.-. > tel 3 e # in ti>preteri te * tal.de -* til.de -- to Idie*

The forms „ lepe .

-ept

show a historically reduplicating verb whj -.r. has become
weak, presumably with a

’d/ as the dental *r,ich 1.her. was

devoiced In the posi tier, next to
f

j: .

J

TABLE I
IRREGULAR WEAK VERBS
Infinitive

eer.de
«»

iepe

Preterite

Past. Part.

erot(e)

,©tie

send
y et< te)
..ette

lept
preoe

Meaning

sc t
sieer.

precise

6

(Continuation of Table 1)
----- -

tell(e)
—

'Wj’P/ette
wytfette

tan ;t

y ta.y.51

teach# tell

toli(e)

y told

tell
th ink

>ou31( e)
—

wyt/ette

withstand

The lacking infinitive is here represents by a
present tense for*.
iota that bane, historically an irregular weak verb#
will be dealt with as an. anomalous verb due to its present
tens# irregularities.

'0t»:

The Stron.g Verbs*

Old English had. sever, classes of

strong verbs, six historically strong, the seventh a
strong-like class composed of verbs which historically
belonged to the reduplicating class, I.e. verbs whose
first syllable was repeated in the past tense forms, e.g.
I*at. do, dedls cado, cecidi? Gothic ha.ld.an, h&thaldt lit an,
ia.ii.ot, The Old English system had its basis in the IndoEuropean ablaut-series, I»e. vowel changes which indicated

changes in meaning, in Germanic, changes in. tense*

There

were .four- different vowel, gradations for the mrioss forms
of 'tfee verbs* One for tte ia£ iniMtm » m m for the first and
third .pftraon singular preterite* bps® for the other footer*
its tmem, amt one for the past partied#!,

nodemm ipgMsti

fms, rotfoeod tUt# ss^ber of ferns t&- three* iafinitfcps* pre
terite, and past participle.

Compare OE writan, writ,

writon, *ewr.iten with M o ® write, wrote, 'written* 01
iioftw* leaf* siafon. seslefan with ModE give, gave,
given. The language of The History, .falling between the
four-part system of Old English amd the three-part system
of Modern English, has some verbs with four parts and

some with three * Also* there is a breakdown ir. the vowels
which appear in the strong verbs, such as a par* ieiple-form
vowel appearing in a conjugated form.

The str:ng

erfcs ,,f

the Hi alory appear in fables two through eight an the

foi1.ms Ing pages.

TABLE 2
CLASS I STRONG VERBS

Past Part,

1nf ini five

Fret. Sing,

oi

i

i

tttH',

©i
¥
1

ai

I

i

QE

T
X

a

i

i

abode

abode1

t
*.ST

nbyde

Pr«t. Plural

an

Meaning

**-#*■*»

v/ai %

arcs

«M M * * *

aBaa m

arise

my te

/root

—

Mu a w

smite

wry te

wrot

wrv ty1

m

>

ywrete

write

'Note that in abyde the preterit® singular form abode « OE abltd serves in
both the singular and plural, while in wr.vte the forms wrot < OE wrat and
i!LLte OE writon reflect the four part system,

TABLE >
CLA SS n

Infinitive

Fret. Sing.

STRONG VERBS

Fret, Plural

Past Part.

Meaning

I-F

eu

ou

u

u

Inc.

po

au

u

0

og

So

la

u

0

---

ch©/{e)

choi’#1

—

£h£BM

---

clef
clof

•*•»«**

—

cleave

ri..(.*)

Hay
,'het

flete
fl@y(a)
**

y flow®
flow©
«—

£l£SU^Ml.
shoot

'Sou- iha* in ••>*><■_t> the vowel in thf preterits plural la that of the his
torical past participle. It is further to be rioted that the ss-form has replaced
the historical fora. *curor,, with the rhot&eiJeS /rf < /a/*

:n,.Sr

-fc*.

'WjM ...

«S."

TABLE 4
CLASS lit STRONG VERBS

—
Infinitiv#

Past Part.

Pr#t. Sing.

Meaning

,
I"E

e+N/L+C

e

nA

Qme.

e/i

a

u

N
6 Aft
U

©/a/©a.

u

0

uE

i/to/if

1
adronke '
1"

bar/te

If!"■

---

i
•
t

$.

drown
bur^t
h

*

©

fynde

fondt

hygunne
bygonn#
fond(e)
feunde

renne

ran

runne^

— -

run

**«.«

wan
wyn

2
wonne~

ywonne

win

bygan

—
yfond - L
afounde3, *

begin
find

\

The initial a of adronke is not the prefix of the past participle, but rather
, part of the wordfitseTH compare 01 Sdrincan. NHG ertrlnken,
^hote that in the forms bygon m and wontie the grapheme <o> may not represent
the sound o, as opposed to /u/f it was common in the Middle English period to
write <o in the presence of <m^ and <n> in place of the historical <u>, e.g,

CContinuation of Potes to Table k)
/one appears as the reflex of 0B s u m «
% o t e that in a few instances the
past participle appears as a - ,

prefix of the

k

There also exists a weak past participle, fonded

(22).
%tiere is also a weak preterite fora, ietaieg (331)*

S6SL8 J
class

Infinitlve

Fret* Sing.

iv i t w m

Prat. Plural

I-E

e+N/L

0

«*»
m

C me *

t

a

m

e/ie/i

a /©a

UK

■mm

mm

bar

*m

— 1
come'

1

t

bycomt*

ist.fl! a
com(e)*

co»(*)^

h @ 1pe
ouercome

bore
ybore

mmm s

*s- .a* =**

Q-

ouercont

Meaning

0

m /m

beneiM

byneme

Past Fart,
N/L
6 ©
u

i
htryh

VERBS

«w» smtm

bear
take away from
become

coiae
yeome

come

helps

«w « w *»

help

ouercome2

a*t « * mm

overcome

‘The lacking infinitive is represented Here by a present tense form.
"Note that the vowel of the past participle is found in the preterite plural
forms and is one of doublets in the singular preterite of come, also ouercome.

'Already in Old English, the verb oumari had taken the vowel of the participle
u> the vows' of the infinitive* compare OHO gagman.

fABLE 6
c u s s V STSCN8 v erb s
Inf .i t i t \ ■
*#

i-E

Prtt* Flur&X

Past P a r t ,

e*C

©

*
«

t

t

A

5

t

#/ it,, i

® /#&

5 / la

§

Omc*
OE

Prtt, Sing.

btS t t

«**»*>

a n a s ac.

b#Aty

breke

brake

brake

hydde

«# a » s a

fo r$ «te

M d (t)
*W .-Mb 3«

fau$tt£

fs« 3 tC # )2
fo w jte

? ef o
*0U

saf
3#&f
3ef

s * f (*)

ae
,e
„"peke

* ey( e)

bt around

a iw

yb ro ke1

break

b id , &jk

w t m - «h

forget

» * « «

■an

fy t te

Sate

Mear.inf

w

|# y e
ja y ^ e
p |

sw as* sh -

IM S

y ’ euo

ftj,Y£
pour

«*■«* m

yj ete
1

speak

14
Continuation of Table 6: Notes)
^Hote that the past participles of brake and j
and y/poke. have the vowel of Class III verbs
2

Hote that ffyste* historically a Class V verb* has
'gone over" and taken Class II forms in the preterite.

TABL£

7

CLASS VI STRONG VERBS
Infinitive
a/©

Fret* Sins*
1/5

f t v t * PLttrtki

Fait Part*

1/5

6/0
ft

Meaning

a*

a

0

0

a

5

5'

draw©
forsake
l*?(© )
* tonde

drew
drow
*ss as. «*

/1 ©W
,ft00$
/to$(e)
— -

take

a

.-

tok(e)

«w

ir n M m

'

f l m { §)
m-mm

,

forsaki
yj’laye
yj'layse

il»v.

y/todt

stand
understand

vn$or/to${e)
to&Ce)
took

wax
wyl' draw#

—

wytdrow

wy!\. torvde
wy titand©

««**•

wytj tode

draw

ytmke1'
taken

take

— -

grow

mm m

withdraw
withstand

|y«j

lj\

(Continuation of fable ?* Note}
This fora, taken, is the only reflex cf the Old Eng
lish past participle termination ~en.

1
:
:

Mr.

f ABLE B
CLASS VI1 STRONG VERBS
Infinitive

Fret* Sing*

Prel* Plural

t-E

R § d u p 1 i e It 1 A|

Oiac.

R e a u p I i o s t i n g

01

1

byfall#

i/io

fail#

^gjE&Ui^ssayg
feehyst

behuld
byhulde
ful
f#11#
feng

Meaning

1.

by t'cl
byful
byfall#
byheyjt( t?)

— -

•/eo

Past Part,

behote
byhote

order ^command

— -

behold

*»S*SKK

receive

fall®
ful(le)
—

hold
hoidyp2

hylde
held( e)

huldCe)

yhold

holt!

******

know

huld(V)
know#

knew

knew

{Con1 1nua11on

f Tabit 8)

Itt#

lit

ittCt)
outrtaowe
£rew

1

*The

vowel< of the

---

overthrow
throw

infinitive and p m t participle varied.

’The lacking infinitive is here represented by & present tense form,

19

The Pretero-Present Verbs.

The pretero-present verbs

are so called, because In, a such earlier stage of the language,
in the Proto-Germanic era, the past tense forms of certain
strong verbs took on present tense meaning; for example,
the OE form ie wit, and the NHG for® ich weiS. related to
the .Latin verb video, "to see," have the historical meaning
"I have seen.™

Because observation leads to knowledge, the

forms ic wit and ich weifi came to mean "I know,”

The

speakers of Proto-Garmani.c then formed new infinitives
from the old preterite plural* conjugated the present
tense as a strong past tense, that is, had separate forms
for singular and plural; and constructed preterite forms
on tii# model o f 'the weak verbs.

In The History there appear

five verbs of this sort In present- and past forms, -one in
infinitive for®,, with no past participles present.

The

fonts are*
coufee* •could,™ "was able to."

This past form is

a plural in j?ay coule (229)*^
may, may. mow, meat* *«ay „*

The fore© may and mey

are first and third person singular respectively* see
.i

17 *r.d

for example.

aiSw third

person plural in line 1 5 0 , ar.d mow is second person plural
.r. line 59*

The forts me 3-1 with its alternate mey 31 are

the preterite f o r m of the vet bi the meaning, however, is
more accurately reflected ty the Woc£ "could* than by
waters given an parentheses foi lowin,-; ar. ex&mp.•refer to that line c* the text con fa 1r,ng the example.

20

me;t*s historical descendant “might.”
m o t , m o j t , sc„ te« "must," “have to.”

The form mot is

present terse first person singular and second person plural,
see lines 275 * 424, 425 , and 623*

The form mo,'t (this form

is fro® the Old English preterite, reflecting a second, tensemeaning change in English and showing the development of the
fiodern English mast forms) is present tense second person
singular, see line 2?6.

The form yoj'te is a third person

plural preterite for®.* see line 253*
Jchal. Xchalt, J(c)hul, jchaille* “shall,” “will.**

The

a-forms are both singular, ich&I being third person, jchait
feeing:- second, pars css, see lines 1 and 2?9*

The informs are

p M m l .0 Jfenl feeing first person, see line 583* as is .
/chill
'
*»
1 ft line 3851 i'ehglle being second person in line 3®4 , and

/ahal in line 391*

there are also p m t tense f o r m s *

1choldCeI and it el M M , which serve both in the singular and
plural*
wete, wyte* “know,** The form to wete is an infinitive
in line ?5» as is to wyte in line 169*
with !*<*

* . "rfj„ •

see lines 73, 172, 173* 189, ff.

The past form *qt_.te

... s i n g u . . a n d plural,
There is also a negative

contraction nu/te < ne * wy_ te, see line 39 5*
wo I, wol le« wo lit, w e l l y l- t "will." The forms of this
3

'h historical development from the uid Engl *an, the
termination -e appears on verbs in the second person plural
when the p ro n o u n
follows the vert, p§efy.-e the construct ion
cfcul le te -

21

verb are noteworthy because two of the®, wo lie and welly! ,
have the inflectional endings of regular verbs, both
strong, and weak, in the present, while wol and wo 11 are
illustrative of the usual prefer©-present terminations,

The

for® wol is first person singular and second person plural,
see lines h aml 423

The form molie, a regular first person

singular ending, appears in. the construction y wo lie (441).
The fora wollyj*. with a regular third person plural ending
appears in the construction here 'kurs.de ■and here nacion wollyl* (395-39$)# and in the construction J»ay welly! (439)*
There is no historical prededent to explain these construc
and ~y'P imflections |. one can only ass***®.

tions' with the

'that they are analogical foraatieits peculiar to the langisge
of The History. The past tense form wold( e) appears with
both singular and plural, subjects.
mean "would;" however, in

These f o r m

wolde (575) it should v-

mean "they wanted,* reflecting tb<=. >
word before '

generally

•...rical meaning of the

-;-e tv ;.t a. sign of the future in English,

(Compare IfKG isle wo liter,)

jkmmolom Verbs. There are four verbs in the language
of The History which are best classified as aneo# iotas« be
haue. go, and do.

Their paradigms follow.

to

Pigiui e 1
BE
Infinitive:

be
Present Tense Indicatives
y a®

we tout3,

xe W P
he ys

Pay hup

Past Tens© Indicative *
—

fee was

Pay wer#
were

Past Tet»e Subjunctives
—

—

hy t wer
Hole the

mas " ne * was

contractions na® -- ne ♦
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F ig u re 2

HAUL
Infinitive*

haue. tmffe, habbe* baff
.Present Tense Indicatives
y haf
-pom

ha*‘t

he bar'

%

-je habbyt, habbe ‘
Ps,y foabbylt, hobbyt

Past Tense Indicatives

he hadde, ha,4

fay tmide* hade

Past Particifilet

gh&Me
Mote the negative contraction riath <-ne + hath.
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Figure 3
GO

Infinitive?
go
Present Tense Indicative;

y go

—

--

Pay gofs gopt

Past Tense Indicative t

hi,

he wentCe), sed©

fcay went(e), wend, ?,ede

Fast Participle-^

The ede fora was clearly or, the wane, appearing
five ti»es. while there are thirty-three instar,'er
of the wen* |ei -wend fora® ir. The History ♦
c

past participle fors in foun J m

Puerto {667).

the ctr.pound

F ig u re k
DO
infinitive»
do
Past 'Tense indicative;

he tied®, dude

i>aj dude

Past Fartici:PAa;
yd©
The verte «|© deserves special attention because of its
variate -aean&ngs it tfe# sentences of The Mis t o n .

Xt# of

course# has the meaning of tlie Modern verb "to do/* e*g.
feat lie. «&$ t do hyt eel (1X3)*

X» sows instances* ttsa inean-

of do depends on. the rest, of the phrase* e.g. for
to defe (353) * The past term, dede, dude, also serve as a
sign of the causative, e.g. he dude imrwe & garnijcfoe
A/ieracys It rentes & tws ca, tell is (133-134) means "he
had Asseracus" strongholds and castles manned and supplied}
he . . . tede

e dede todies bury# (364->65) aseans "he had

th e dead to d 1 es toat ■*,.3."
6
The causative is generally ferased wi it, tr.e past forth
lets plus the inf in. five, e.g. r^- Ietc- ciepe • . ■ i? g;r&'.-fejt lordys of hys land <164-165/ aeans "he ha/, the greates
lorS'' W " h'is''land "ca **ed.* Coopare HUE Er liel ,£;e grl Ster.
Herrera se inag Lander rafen.
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The Personal Inflections.

The personal inflections

of the verbs of the language of The History resemble more
the Old English system than the Modern English one.

The

forms are presented below.
Figure 5
PRES HIT INDICATIVE
Sjugular Inf 1.ec t ions;

Examples;

1st pers ~n: -e, -0

y drede {272), y cancel ffrQl),
y JTe {424)

2nd person:

--

3rd vers cm ~yp, -yt, -ypt,
-yst, -eP

Plural Inflections:

I5eyre noasbre moryp & encre. ’tyt,
& sowur la//yPt { 0-401), al
Pyng Pat hym ned.vtt (379). Pe
nexte neyjt Pat come'P- -,269-270)
Examplest

1st person* -*7
2nd person? -et, ~yp, -s»*
-e
3rd person» -et, -el5, -yp

je de.yret (387), se dwellyP
{399), je grants (389), flee
3 6 (618)
Pe no'bule/t of hyra aj'ket, -wyehe
Pat dwelled & habbyp re/ayt on
Pe wodes, & Per Pay lybtoyp (143iis)

,fThe termination ^ aigi be a representation of
the sound of Ps compare tn- endyr,g -y31 in nedy ?,t above.
8„

.
See note 1 on page

2?

F ig u r e 6
PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE
Singular Inflections!
1 st

persona

2nd

Persons -e

Examples *

--

3>at Pou per/ewe & fulfills
trulycae

3 rd persons -e, -*#
Plara1 1 nflec 1 1 o b s

;;fiPfes"¥.

1 st

person?

2nd

person* -e

will© { 268-269)

He j'pede vs now in our warchyng & euer help vs {2-3)
s

Exampless

-l*«t se taydde
___ _

V'v2Z£J2SZ£2n*.i;7

W:l
U
u..
f-.

■

■■v,

.7

■

>■.i^ r-

kqt

1 T;.. ■

Figure 7

/i.
filf-M:
';•,;:SllPp;

PRBSSKtXB INDICATIVE— M E M VERBS
Singular Inflectionsi
1st parsui.8

Examples t

---

2nd person*
3rd person*

',

Plural Inf l e d lor,r 1st

person*

2nd

person; ~e

he . » « a* chape de (172),
he coramen/yd (8)
Examples t

--

3rd person: -e , -d

*e made {393)
Pekys & Saxons hyt secede
i 571 , lay aellyd (64)

m

PRETERITE IHDICATIVE— STRONG VERBS
Singular Inflections:
1st persons

--

2nd persons

—

Examples:

3rd persons -e,

he , , . brake (60?), he /mot
CM)

Plural Inflectionse

Examples s

1st persons
2nd. persons

— ~

«

l?av . . . fousts (227-228),

3rd person* -e.

r*..

v\ii£ini
r*

pf:,

ne passirre in the language of The

iii-story is formed with the verb to be and the past parti
ciple of ft verb* e,g* ie for/ayd Heieni ft many ol-er wyft h,y

war yexilycl A yput to prUon, imnrn P w were y take to avenge
re

of tiers radio's« wyefae l},at were yjlaye at fe /ege of

Troy (96-99)*

When the agent of the passive is expressed, i

appears in a prepositional construction with the word wyp,
©.g . her wyj (e Ryng of batyn worchepfuily he was re,.eu.vd
(6 1 -62).
The Perfect Tenses»

The perfect tenses, present and

past., are formed with the appropriate fora of the verb haue,
in the case of transitive verbs. or be, in the case of

intransi t ive verbs, pim

tne past par tic-p;*, ©.e .

jj?

fea.fchyt me, k say aro/er, & Anacletus ytake A ,yput into yowur
horapfs (6-19-42Q) and a'enne lay were 3>eder yeome (c89-9905 The Imperative.

The only imperatives are for the

second, person plural, and the inflectional endings are -et.
9
~l£» ~t« or -e.' e.g. Turret ase, & fystyl
Corneus
(618-619) and Arne yow» & entre ;,e, & ./layit h&m fa/te

(689-690).
The 8our.
The elaborate system of declination of the Old English
noun had; been drastically reduced to a hint of itself 'by the
:
::A.
■
/•'!■, i
.
time The. History was written; Sender distinctions in the

1/jfljjMffe

declension,..,.

..

, ,: , , r,gular.

often, though not always, distinguishable.
there was one for® throiigfeoiiifc. for all oases,
. AilS!.:.
* '’A, <
••r*-:

In "t/fl0

-X;

k few older
‘fjp/

fonts persisted, supplying the language with a handful of
irregularities.
Figure 9
MOOH IDECLiHSIOIf
Singular;

gxaaples;

flogtlnative; -*

kyng (6 9 )

Geri.ti.-ye; -ys. -s

feyngys (22), kyngu (326)

Da live; -e, -5

icynge {3 g;l), kyng (62)

Accusal-1ve; -f

kyng (63)9

9'As stated above, this

termination appearr before
the pronoun ?et it also appears before the ow ir. reflexive
cons truetioms.

The plural laminations of nouns are -is, -vs, -es,
e.g. arm {6)2}, arais (9)) . arnys {#59). arses (Sol)?

and

naclo p (1 1 5 )# nacyong (4%).
Ir recu Ia r iMousts. There are a handful of irregular

nouns in the language of The History which do not form their
plurals in the manner outlined above. There are four examples
©f the Old English umlaut-plurals * .mar. (6)» men (40} * woman
(?6), wiser, (50) * weaen. (596) s10 t o t {838), feet (834} *
and tfoeth (8%6 )* which exists only in the plural.

The

fanas child C81.),» children (.115) reflect the Old English
:rr plural coahiaed with a weak

terainatioa.

Tim form

even .(462) and hou/yn (?9U * whose singular forms do not
% vf
appear in The History, reflect the Old English weak plural
cerotruction.

The singular forms heyyd (289) and heued

($88) with the plural forms bodes (84?) and hedd.es (86?)
do not so ouefe show .an irregularity a© an example of the
language in change* the singular f o r * mfleeting the Old
English singular heofod. the plural forms pointing toward
the M o d e m English plural heads.

Appearing only in the

plural, Jchep (33 ,
3 # 692) reflects, presumably, those nouns
whose singular and plural forms are identical.

Tne forms

fader (73) send fadryg (99! reflect the '-Id Engl Ur. forms
which dropped the e of the second syllable in ue:lined
formsi the forms tespul {4? 5 } and tempos (96) may be
10

'"The orthography of these forms suggests ".cat the
vowel distinction had already passed from the *e cr.d syl
lable to the first as in Modern English.
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analogical to the fader forms.

The Adjective
Adjective Declensions.

There is no system..

The ela

borate adjective declensions of the Old English period had
broken down, and, when represented, the only remnant of them
was the termination -e. The Modem. English lack of termina
tions, however, had not been established.

Hence, in the

language of The History, the terminations _^e and -<$>
alternate freely in all environments: e.g. when unpreceded.
made gret loie (35$) * grete boj't ray made (702-703) * when
preceded by the definite article, Pe for,, ayd Walter {I-}.
Pe for, ayde tent (350); when preceded by the indefinite
article, a derk place (87), a fayre wynde (779)t when predicative, Pe Grekys were . . ♦ J'wype adrad (179-180), he .wag
adradde (290).
There is a clear tendency that the termination
be on attributive forms of the adjectives modifying plural
nouns, but, like so much in the language of The History, it
is not a. fast rule, e.g. both forms appear in the same
clause in Brut bo*: wyp hym x1J o f je ^.reete.i barons *
; e grette,te lories of rynde (487-488).
The Comparison of Adjectives.

The comparison of

adjectives in the language of The History has both tne
inflected fonss of Old English and tr.e periphrastic
system which developed in Middle English. probably due

to French models $ there are also some doubly compared forms,
having both inflectional endings and adverbial modifiers.
The native termination for the comparative form is
e.g. positive hye (149). comparative heyer (414).

—

native superlative ending is written -eft.

The

or ~y.„ t, e.g.

positive gret (3®)* superlative sxetteft (I65)» greta/t {8135?
worthy (6 ). worihyy.j‘t (370).
The periphrastic comparative is formed with the adverb
mor(e) plus the positive form of the adjective, e.g.

trong

■CIOS), .more.--„l-travng C743). The periphrastic superlative Is
formed with the adverb- mo/t plus the positive form of the
33

j* f$S i l@L. $£&• .

*

d y .-ai**

"

7

.

.►

adjective, e.g. worthy (6), aoj’t worthy (804).
The doubly compared forms have both the adverbial
modifiers, morCe) and molt, plus the adjective with -either
the native »er or -el’t teraimtion, e.g. hardy (10 5 )»
^ore hardeer C743-744), mo,,-t harder ..-‘t (2 3 1 ) *
There are a few forms which are irregular.

One of the

Old English umlaut-superlative© persists: positive olde (6),
superlative yldelt (402).

The positive form neyae (328 ) has

the superlative nexte (175). showing a blending -of the
/s/ +/s/ into /its/.

Thoroughly irregular are positive

god (29). comparative beter (32). superlative b e f t (24 )*
and many (33)* more (769). no, t. (709) •
The Personal. Adjectives.

The personal aijectivee are

undeclined and presented in the following figure.

BSJil
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Figure 10

THE PERSONAL ADJECTIVES

Singular*

Plural;

1st persons ay

1st person; our, owur, cure

2nd person*

2nd. person; Bowur, aowr, 3 our *
Soure

py

3rd per. « s c . ‘
. tsars. tils
3rd. per* fere* s her. hare
3rd. per. newt* * hys

3rd Pars a m .her, .here, hur,
bare* hyr, i>eyre

file„Articles. The definite article is invariably 'he*
The indefinite article exists in two ferns, a mdk #»» a

m m m heglimittg with‘all consonants save

ahfesrlng.

<fe>» an a.pprearing before ail nouns beginning with vowels.
Both fora® appear before nouns beginning, with «fc>»
The Hsupmtratlyif Adjectives*

The

adjectives are, to the singular frys and hat, in the plural
£)&»

Mlfhe Advert
f h e Formation of Adverbs from Adjectives.

The

language of The History forms adverbs from adjectives in
•any ways.

One method is the ^JL. termination, e.g. adj. fa„t

(182), adv. fa„t (355)*

Another method is to add tht ter

mination -e. the usual Old English method, e .g . fa.,, t !|i$2)«
fa..: te (703).

Yet another method of form ins a jverbs i

adding of the ending -lycfe or its shortenst form

the

standard. Modern English fora, -iy, e.g,

cherp <?05),

,Jcher.plych-e (19?), jcherply Cl?B),
The Comparison of Adverbs.

Only one comparative form

exists in fhe History, foraed by adding ~er to a positive,
fori er (285).

Superlative f o r m found are hardeyjt (75O ) »

J efaerp.itt (?5©)» mojt epewellye.fc.-e (229-230).
file Pronoun

ft© first and second person, singular and plural
proneii® foras are developed historically fro® the Old Eng
lish j it is to be noted that the replacement of the accesalive forms * QE sec, Pec, usic. eowic, by datives, underway in
Late. Old English times, was by now complete,

fte third

person pronouns, both, singular and plural, present a more
.yV;
complex system, once again a system which is, in fact, a
mishmash of different systems, all "struggling** to be domin
ant in ffee language, feat not yet having attained or lost
the position ©f dominance.

The system of pronouns is pre

sented in the figure on the following page.
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F ig u r e 11

THE PERSONA1 FRCNOUM

Itl:/.r$ . ;.V

Singular ;

P lu r a l:

1st per. no®.: y, i. j
1st per. .Pbj.* ae

1st per. nom. s we
1s t p e r . ' obj . * v s , ous

2nd per. no®.; f*ow
2nd per- Obi.S he

2nd per. nom.: te. Sow11
2nd per» obj,: 3GW

3rd per. i%-Sdscj* nom.s he
3rd per. ©as c . o b i-i hym. hem
14
12
3rd per. no®, s >‘a.y, f e , th ey,
Jgd-ger. fen. mom*,* Jctee,
j'chue, he, hue
!»ey, he, hy
3rd per. fern. i2m . * ——
3rd per . obi.* hym, fee®, ha®

3rd per. neut. no®.; hart. hit
*
131
4
mss£ • neut. Ob’i * f fert, h i t 1
’"This 1© a very early appearance: of sow as a nomina-

live for©*
12the forms h£ and hue are developed historically
fro© OE ftee. hies however, fey Middle English times they had
become identical to the masculine he < OE he, and the /.’
/
form was appearing. The origin of the /./‘“Torn is disputed,
some claiming it developed fro© the Old English feminine
article seo, others claiming it developed from the Scandina
vian pronoun sja.
11

the case of feyt the accusative form, already
identical to the nominative in the Old English period,
replaced the dative form and became the objective form.
14
The forms h& and fey. historically from OE heo, hie,
appear seldom, he three times, h£ once. Having become indis
tinguishable from the masculine and feminine singular forms,
the h-forme were replaced by the Scandinavian pay. In the
language of The History the h- forms persisted Tn the objec
tive case. Compel re thse wa xh the personal adjectives in
figure 10 or, page 33 .
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Ter~So»pounds with Preposi tionsi

When the pronominal

object of a preposition is neuter* the object is expressed
by Per in a compound consisting of Per plus a preposition.
Examples of this are 1erine (30), Perfor (622),
rerto (408), T-erwy t (611).

erof (73).

There are examples of this con

struction in an interrogative statement, warfor (618) and
wart® C3‘
6'3)* with war- serving as the interrogative pronomi
nal component,

The ffempnstrative Pronouns - The demonstrative pronomm in the language of the History are, in the singular
-':4:

W:

6

t Jy'Tlf

7
.

Ml* *» the plural
’

■■■

«>* M & *

,, g

■Mord order in the language of The History is less
fixed than in -Modern English? however, the differences in
word order are not so significant that they earnse difficul
ties for the modern reader,

What wist be kept in mind by

the modern is that, although the usual. Modern English order
81(0) or S¥(C) tends to dominate, there are other types of
word order which do appear frequently in The His t o p .

The

relative clause is constructed similarly to the Modern

English relative clause, the only notable difference being
the relative pronouns used in the different stages of the
English Language.

The subordinate clause differs in some

instances, inasmuch as the language of Tr.e History requires
the use of a subjunctive an the subord. rale cIa u a where
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the Modern English does not; further, the uses of the sub
ordinate conjunction iP-at. often has meaning not contained in
the Modern English that.
The Declarative Independent Clause

The word order most often encountered in the indepen
dent clause is subject-verb with or without a complement ot

objoct. e.g. S m m e of hy» but? aut hole (47-48). »ll.M.JM& ,
a carte voon Tfbdr C7 0 ) * Pat child was tate to

kmmf (til.

a .m.stoxs.f.l. ! I

It I© to he noted that if a Modifier occurs

between the subject of a sentence with subject-verb word
order, the subject is repeated in pronoun fora. *•£• Sod.

■r>
He J & d &
ws now In -our .worchyag (1-2). M

e I 2£*

^

f°r. 'ayd Walter o ‘

axsirtord.
write ?ys bolt (1 3 -1 5 ).

h* & 2*te
This is, however, not always the

ase,

gliigs.-&.Seda. %ms worthy .cle r k s . .M
wrot f?e bait (1 1 - 1 2 ).

file independent clause also has the

construction ©5¥* e.g, r'c Englls y aaf ywrete (18)# jgrft
hate he hadde of fws fam (90-91).

In like manner, there

appears t h e construction CSV, e.g. wonder ..cry he mis (191 .
The construction SOf appears in such clauses as ay® brojtr
hyro hate3 {1 2 1 ).
When the indirect object Is part of the independent
clause, it nay appear in l&fe Modern English positions
IVs ©0, c.g. y grante sow roarur a, cyor •
,*,2^/-

h,.so, ’r.crc in
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a construction SioVG, e.g. pay hys apured Pat be me?t do
|SC£ 3SM (112-113), Puiaae hym bade to bydde lycerts (3??)*
The placement of a d j u n c t s i n the independent clause
can vary fro® fro® clause to clause and may or nay not
cause a shift away fro® the usual S¥0 word order.

An

example of SV0 word order being retained in a sentence
whose independent clause is preceded by a prepositional
phrase, FPSf, is Myth tway I v P e s ten & twyes fear of
cytem* Pys lend was liiis -ferae y,fY-red# C4$«46), The con
struction pjPSCSieY is found in of >e S t o r y of fryngys of

VS appears in PerimaejES
An initial adverb
sometimes brings about no change in word order, producing
advSV, e.g.
At other tt3®®s, m
inversion, e.g,

.Ai^Ietus (263-264),
initial adverb e » s i subJeet-verb
(309- 310),

the filler word freer, not to be confused with the adverb
of place bar, is often used, as in M o d e m .English# to fill
the .position of the subject in a. SVC sentence# e.g* Per buP
alj'o mmdm® (35)*
In independent clauses with a compound predicate, the
word order can be of a mixed nature,, e.g. euerych of Pe
15

All unite--whether single-word or multiword units—
that are outside subjects, predicators # and compliments are
adjuncts (Long & Long 1971, P* IS). N.B. The Longs classify
direct and indirect objects as compliments.
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lordes l e f e h e r e seftys & here sacrifice dude to euerych
of he godts C499-995) * S V ,0 ,0,,,?.7 j fay wyfine Pe ca,, telle
were f o m ' / m a e & lytel mete Smdde & fo tunaentyd euerych
day w j l fj;,t St In traua/y le, fat fay meat nc; t hyt fui Iona,
endure (246-250). ^ x C l 0 Y2C 2 r
t h e Interrogative Independent. Clause

Interrogative sentences in fhe History begin with, an
interrogative word, pronoun, adverb, m

prepositional con-

atraction, followed toy the verb, in torn followed toy the
subject in the latter two instances* e.g. do jchola-e wyt4'tpnce , *eche a sung men (434-435), ftj and..wa r for....flee _ie
9

.t ' - r % ’

(617 -618 ), Wat'olas.hfjfobe_$e of yowur.flevil (C2 1 ) ,
'i .
,.
*

fftt 3ttfc.ordina.te Clause,

_"f.*

fite s'labordinats clause is

introducsd by a subordinating conjunct ion? ag,, tarcauj'e*
bote yf. er. for wy. how. y,f. I a.us. s o . tills, hat, wsnns..
wefeer. w?#le»

In contrast to Modern English, ©any of these

conjunctions are sometimes coupled with hat when introducing
clauses! after, m
hat.

a conjunction, appears only coupled with

It is to be noted that the word fat some liases has the

meanings "so that,* or '“until,** e,£. So he tytrasn to encrs,, ,e
in chyuarye & aanihecfe- 1'at wyf kynff.es & princes ouer a.lle Pe
tunce sen of ig centre he was m e jt ,y'l.ou;yd !.
1 0 1 - 1 09} t > ay
dweliyd no:»t ionte, bat lay toa to Jo hye ,oe ( 32 9- 330) .

The R e la tiv e C la u s e .

in t r o 

The r e l a t i v e c la u se

duced. b y a relative pronoun, either the simple forms Tat„
T e » wyeibe, was» Ter, or by the compound forms wvche Tat.
f-e wycfte* Pe w c h e Tat. .rat introduces relative, clauses
as subject of the clause, e.g. God, Tat, m t h no bygynnyg (1)
or as object, e.g. lone Tat he hadde (15 ).

£e appears only

once alone, serving as subject to the clause it introduces,
a ./one . . . fee faauntyd molt iyeherye (70-7 1 ) .

M.ye.h.e sel

dom but aceas tonally appears alone, e.g. Pay wyche he hold.
& foelde in. se.ru.age (16 1 -162 ), as object; Pe wo-ctys wyche P m
flcs-e to (166-1*??) . as part o:f a prepositional eons tract ion.
v'fhe form m die Tat appears' itecaaently. e.g. .as subject, fea

of'vPriaaii.,. m c b e Tat was, on s e r m m (9 3 ^9 9 )i as object,
sowur frende, wyche Pat j haf delyuered, (304->05),

The

f o r a Pe wyche appears infrequently, e.g. a. knaue chylde, Pe
W fc h e S i m l a f l e e

boT hys fader & hys seder C??~?8 ), as sub

ject! on pe w c h e (49-50) f as object of a preposition..

The

form !?-e wyche Tat appears only o n c e in the prepositional
cons true ti on. hour , , . on Pe w yche Tat ..we tty,;'t 7I.ep takyp
a man (5 IO-5 II).
The relative pronoun was„ “whose/* appears infrequent1
in The History, e.g. a. lone, was name was Syluyus (70-71)*
The relative Ter refers to a. pi ace and is translated
into Modern English as "where,” e.g. he wente into Irece,
Ter rte fonde he kyndrede (9 2 -93) .

41

The

The Use of the Subjunctive in Subordinate Clauses.

subjunctive mood of the verb Is used in subordinate clauses
after cocmtands, e.g. fat feou perj ewe & fulfills trulyche my
'ftilie (268-269)» I-'at ?:e bydde hys yI deft dowter (402).

It is

also used in if-clauses, e.g. yf hyt offende ?,owur Jive power
(14-9), yf ;e t o m e fro ; ever purros & dweiie wy> le Greffs
(439-44*}} .
The Position of the Attributive Adjective
The usual position of the attributive adjective in the
language of The His tor:/ is before the noun it modifies, e.g.
grete de/yre (14), be/te Iona (24), worfy & nob el kyngys
(22).-

The adjective can appear also after the noun it modi

fies, e.g. a man wei yiernyd (6), fiche polys (39)*

There

are also mixed constructions with both preposet' and postposed adjectives, e.g. fay re flowers &

ote (38).

CHAPTER II
THE TEXT OF
THE HISTORY OF THE KINGS OF BRITAIN

FROM THE FALL OF TROY TO THE DEATH OF GOGMAGOG

Introduction
The following is an edition of The History of ...the
Kings of Britain from the Fall of Troy so the death.of
GOjonmagpg found, in fols. 8r col. 2-1 Jv col. 1 of Manuscript
Arundel XXII in the. College of Anns, London.

Mary Barrdcle,

who edited the first eight leaves of the manuscript, describes
the manuscript as follows:
Arundel XXII is a beautifully preserved folio IK.
of eighty leaves in. the possession of the College of
Arms, w i t t e n in double columns upon vellum.. The
Seege of Troy occupies the first eight leaves and is
followed by a prose translation of Geoffrey of Mon
mouth’s History. to which the poem seems to have been
intended as an introduction. The MS. is assigned by
the Catalogue of the Arundel MSS, in the College of
Arms to the fourteenth century. The double columns cf
the first folio are enframed by a heavy band of gold
about which leaves and flowers are twining. The mar
gins are filled in with a border of leaves and flowers
in gold dots— in bright blue, red, green and gold.
Twenty-two of the initials are beautifully illuminated
— the first in gold, red, blue and green, the others
in blue with red flourishes. In the lower right-hand
corner of folio 1 is the signature Arunde1 , and above
the name is the date 21 Janu IjSli. On f . b at the end
of the romance is the signature Joseph Hoiand 15&S,
neatly executed but ,n a different hand from that of
the MS. itself. The same Joseph Hoiand r.as supplied
three paper pages at the end of the prose translation,
which ends abruptly at tr.e bottom, of folio RQb,

Moreover, in the middle of the front leather cover of
the volume have been starspled the initials I.. H ♦
(Joseph Holand) (Barnicle 192?, pp. xvii-xviii .T.
Professor Caldwell has further pointed out that the
prose translation is not exclusively from Geoffrey's History.
. . • what has been described as a translation

of Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia Reguia Britanniae
. . . is in reality a translation'o¥'B M r'irom the
Description of Britain to the wrestling match between
Corineus and Gogaagog, and of Mace's Brut from that
point on (Caldwell 195&, p. 6^3).
This edition is that part of the M S . which, is based on
Geoffrey's Historia up to line 833, where, at the words "Arm

Pay put abow,” the text becomes based on Mace (Caldwell 19$^»
p. 6^9) . The last thirty-seven lines are included here in
order to bring the wrestling match to its conclusion.
•~V“

*.,■

'

.

.•

-.yfy.

-

,,v

J

..

1

In the typing of the text the' standard abreviaticms
have fceen expanded. and the expansions underlined ones'.-

In

those instances where the copyist of the KS, underlined words
himself, I have doubly underlined then.

Hence the MS form

euyc is typed euerychi the MS for® waiter is typed Matter.
The capitalization and. punctuation are my own, the MS being
unsystematically capitalized in places and unpunctuated.
The source for this edition, of MS. Arundel XXII
was not the MS. itself, but the rot©graph copy of it, ML A
Deposit 310 in the Library of Congress, which was made
available to me in the summer and fall of 19 ? 8 .

The History of The Lines of Britain
Froa the Fall of Troy to the Death of Gogroagog
God* I5at nath. no bygynnyg no ne/ver jchal haue
endyng, He /pede vs now in. our worchyng & euer help
£v]s at our nedej £Tor of Pe Story of he kyrtgys of
Brytayne, hat now £ysj yclepyd Bnglond, y wol sow

war/thy clerk & a mar* wel ylemyd. in ol/de /toryes
of England, &
Irytonv.s Am/to Latvia., .tod lie <s%mmnSy4 wyh Brut

£clerkys3 £o 3n hyr tysae, made & wryte he fcok of
3 £vJs * IS the initial letter appears to be a
doable-vi it does not., however« resemble the'w found
elsewtiere'Iir. M M .
% now £ysj yclepyd* f§S now yclepyd.

II fTBjed.es 16 rede
11-12 worthy £clerkys] £oJn: MS worthy the beginnl.ng of the letter y with no tail n

1-23 This portion of the manuscript is "original,"
inasmuch as it does not appear in any of the published
La.tin asanuscripts *
S~8 It is notewor‘by that this is the only version
which gives Walter of ixL t the credit for the Latin,
tranglation of the Britieh t-uok * o ther verrions state
that Geoffrey of Woroaercb translated it.

45
kyngys fiat wer afore k

Jncama/cyonj I-erfore, fie

forj'ajd Walter of Oxen/.forde, for grebe dej'yre 4

15

loue fiat tie had$/de, he dude wrvt-e r.ys bok, for to
NL el re & know© fie a venturers fiat beful on fiys iond
st.y]a tyrne.

And for

®ay most sewe fie Lafyn word

toy word, fie Englis y haf ywrete as neye as y meys t ,
acorde to fie mater and. to fiys boJte fiat fie for/ayd

20

Walter made and wrot.
a worfiy lord* beryl* wyttiyj*jfe of trutlie*

& hyt was

/ercdutA & fonded on fie worfiy 4 nobel kyngys tyse*

'+£*''H** ■■

4

. 'fi' "

»teaaJ ^ - ? . a a t a s Bretayne ys fie bejte'lond fiat me knowyfi and ys
in fie we,ft of fie occean; bytwyne France, fiat te*rae
Lael SObpyd Sails, and Erlondi & ys viijc ayle on
16
t£«J«N §8 ’
ft the letter y part,
aadjadg.,., to.resegbl#. the.letter, e r and.
I? *vj«« Mg. 3
without a. tail a
25-25

fienna Case] klepyd* its fienne klepyd

13 Gyldes and Bede actually wrote of the kings
after the Incarnation! the translator or copyist has
erred.
20 Geoffrey dedicated his Hlstoria to Robert,
fluke of Gloucester*
23 Geoffrey had identified Robert as the off
spring of Henry the First.

26 v 11 j' is to be read eight hundred* this manner
of writing numbers appears throughout the text.

4c
lengths & ijc in bred©. Perinne ys jnow of al saner

kynde of ©etayle, large feld.es» & longe hylles» &
euene, and god to tylya* & plentvus cf al maner

.30 frut/tes, & al/o coryrs ful gret plente.

Per/ine

alj’o huP wodes ynow, & al maner kynd of wyide
bejftys, & tame pa/lure, & le/e laey no teeter, & al/o
volatayle ynow of many dyuer/e saner be£ejns, &
flofwJeres of dyuer/e colour & /ote for beens to
35

sault/plye deny.

Per tovP al/o medws Wider !?e montaynys,

fayre & grene & fwete jtayllyng.
Li

r .,

-

A*.

& Per bup welles,

bryst /cfeenyg by lakesy goyr&g lys-tly & wy Pouts dresi
& wyMtift Pe aedes* fayre .flow/res. & /ote & of nob el

- '%,

towardys Prance.

& PirJe grate & nobel ryaaryg Per

bu.P, Pat ys to fygge* Ternfe* S ofaym e , & Humber, as
hit war arsis /pryngyng owte, wych Pat ouer /ee &
into Marches of dyuerJe nacyons wyp /hypes goPt.
33

fee _e]ns j $|S fcevm

3% H cn wleres? MS fio three ©Inns with the ersign above them es

41 P, r]e? MS
43

Pe

.pryngyng owtes |g>

pryngyng v owte

44 gopti IB goPtf
41 co®pare Pj.r.e with Laiin tr..a. roc j1 ...fa 1 1 .r,.1r.a

(GriscoR 1929# p. 221}.

Myth tway J'yl’es ten & twyes

cyteys l;,ys

foure

lond was fvem tyase yfyred. wyctee J>at s u a e of haa
wall.es bu}> f©broke *• dy/ert ysa.de.

S u p e of hya feaaJ5

Sut hole, & tempi is of seyntys wyf tourys, fayre
/teplys, & worchepful/’ly arayedi 4 contened on Pe
wycfee ®en & wymen of rellgeon hvfr sette to ferae God
as Cr£l]/ten feyst a /kyK

At P<e la,ft N r were on

P&t load ©f p£ejple dwol/lyug & wenjg* Put ys |.toj

Jegget Harmans, 4 Brytons, Saxon®, Pyky®, 4 Skettys.
of |:e wiefee of Peje* tofore alia ofrer* Bry/teas were
MrXt, & teli and Smd&e 'Pm lond' fr© P® © see £toj INr
.
’
%
' ....
^ •
..t;.
to^er, tyXIe Pu t Pe wem/imarn® of teas for here pg||e
tey®,

f#iy« % Saxons feyt secede.-

On *ai>]

asaner J»ay coea fisirll’t ■-into Pys lond 4 how ’H y
arayuede, feerkeaiyJ6 and

aw® bL* 3hr®»

%5 cytoys fry®* |§S cyteys 1 £ys
51 Crl’ij/ten: |© erf ten
52 pie]pie* MS second letter blurred
53-5^ y® tio]

fg. y« /eggs

55

o see £to] le* f§S to see

5?

wa.„ t] * |© wan

.58

fw,.rJ/ts I© fu/t

59 hfejre* §§S h the letter y partially rubbed, out
and isade to resemble the letter e re

Eneas, after Pe bate!! & he /ege of Troy, wyf

60

A/fcanye, _hjys /one, be flay Into Ytalye, & Per wyP Pe
Kyng of Latyn worchepfblly be was re/euyd.

tumeus,

he Kyisg of RuteX, he hatyd, & wyP hysi he went owte,
& Per hay aaellyd togederis, so Pet Eneas ouer/co»
65

fiiwieas, Pe fcyng, & Pe Rem of JULwayne her he wan
and he parehmffe&* so Put he hadde L&v*yne» Pe

does ter of Latjmu

And w m m e he com to hys sendymg

day, he isa.de & ordeyned jy^anye* hys /one, to be
fcyng & to haff he Styiigdo®. ■& he feyngdo® he had/de,
-I/1/
.
••
70 •# and he ®&de a cyte vpon fybiiiv and Per he besets:
/S >
is
} !'l
■
.■
.....

/M ,
■

m*'

... ..„y

ottw was £yluy/as» I'd haunted »©/i lycherye

and fp&mfld

m m e #• terms® t here tigrt /hilde.

ifcwlWP A/Seayiie* i&3ys fader, Imew # sgr/t* P m m S Pe, ;##e t
toots, he c O M a d e d to- hys iwy/frys of

to

75 al'aye & to wet* by her clergi* & toure encharaa*nte$

wet

child

hat

women

conceded. Certyn lyng <& /oJ* hyt

was afo£uJnd after hat /ch« was yfond wyt a k£n]aue
ehylde, Pe wye lie /chuld /lee boh hys fader a hys moder.
61 ^hjyo* gg, y*
69

& he* ggS & In he

72 Lawyrmi¥®11 fV%> the last two letters are blurred
73 j[hjjys* g$ ys
?7 afofu^nd* §6S afo three a ini as wi th the ra-si&n
above thess d

%9

4 hyt faylyd not of Payre for/pekyng, nor of here
8-0

dei'tenyg.

& wenne Pe day cow I"at M e /hulci haue

child. She hadde a /one, & hys be»'yng j"he was deed.
Pat child was take to Pe aydwiff to kepe. & hyt was
& aftur, werme he was fyftene wynter

yeleped Bruit.

olde* .tie was wyp hys fader on huntyg & M e t to a

85

wyld heft, & he /'met tsys fader wyP an arwe & Slow

tef*i

ffor Pe

a dtesrk place

seruaaitys
4

hadde yhroa$t Pe tiert into

led&e toys s© mncm& tip®.* 4 Brut* wyp

a darte ©Per wyp an arow, J'mot feys fa/der vpon Pe
ferai'te 4 i'l©w liya.
90

And was tiys fader w&t ded* he

was yprfe and ekllfd art of ttalye.

4 grot hate he

hmMe of %is kyn 4 of hys ttmute*.

And. wan tie was

yejtilid out of Pa
h#

he vente into Grace. Per

P« hyiiAlrete of 8«[ljaii. P# /on© of Priat i,

wyehe Pat was on agguage 4 vndor P© power yhold of
f5

^asircs*

Pe

1.yng of Grace.

F i r m was Achiliosys

83 affair* wemti f§& s f t u r after wenne
92 lonCdji fi. Ion

93 kyn^djrede* jg. kynrede
93 Me tl Jetsis I© third letter hltirred

90 The forms Haler,* and Pr .an: are ’he genitives
of Helenas and Friasme? the;, appear here in the sane
forms they have "In"' the Latin text, where genitives
are called for. The translator apparer t . y fa iled t.
alter than for the* Eruei:ah text .

fo/ne after Pe wynnyg of Troy,

, e for. ayd Helena

5- sany oPer wyP toy® war yexi/iyd & yput to prison»
werane I?ay were, ytafce to avenge Pe deP of here
fadrys, wyche Pat were y/laye at Pe lege of Troy,
1-00

3© Brat knew H

ccw/fany of Pe olde kynde of hy® &

dwel/lyd & left® wyp toy®.

So he feygan to enerelj'e

In ehywarye & santiede, Is.at wyp isyngea & princes
w e r ® al/le Pe stmge watt of Pe centre he was so/t
yloiiyd* ££©r w » ^ e wy/iree* he was wy/a» & anonge
I.05

wer/re<mrs, he was a notoel werrowr, jTtrong & hardy.

:
W:

And, al/©» al Pat he me$t feawe of gold & of syluer
. >4
'• '■* ft'-’
and praeyoas omaaentys 4 d&oPyng, all# he delta

'v

o^'yvyM:

-•;

afe©«rte to tayytys and iqtaerys, so Pat pe loo® 4 Pe
..;i •
■ -iSMli
fa«i of tiya iprefttaraboute to Avuerce naci/oxts, Pat

11©

'■
•*1®^'-

yf'lT
r » % .

Pe Troianes. ifro} eaery j'yde cora 4 left© wyt &
.prayde tea* to toe tier® iestar & m uepme & lei# turn
©taste of serfage of pe Qreky®.

And Pay ha® a,Hired

Pat tie me$t i© tort wel. jrsasiaich# Pat Per was
jjwu.lt/plyed on Pe cuntre so Pat was acunt/tyd vij
US

men, wypowte wyaaaem & children, of Pe nacion
of frolane®.

Doer Pat* Per was a nobel :;ung man in

110 4 fro.
..* IS for
98-99 The fathers of the phrase sure fadrys above
are the ancestors of the 3reeks who were"HiITed b-j
the Trojans in the Trojan war, not the fathers of the
Trojans as the phrasing here suggests.

.'5re:;e was nar-e w^-s i V e r a e , rat was ynoched on iat
countre, bote hys aoder was of nacion of Troye.
tod gret aflance & try/1 be ha M e on hyn, to fat
120

wyf hure hiipe he jhul/de wyt 'tonde fe Srekysj
ffor hys broder hy® hatyd & ofte hym repre/uyde for
fe fca/telys fat hys fader ? eaf hym, wen. he was or*
*
,
hys del* yujrl.

tod euer» he was aboute to by/nea*e

fay of tCy»i * for he m s a ba/terd and ybore of a
12,5

eoBcmhyse* and fe fader & fe seder of hys broker
wer Grekys.

tod he aade gref party to/$ cns hys

broker, A/Jerae,, t£o3 J»e kyng & of fce Grekys hycau/e
frerof-- Brat yseSe ft fcyhuld Pe gr«t ^ujititud© of
v , :‘
- ■;/
',
m m ft mjo m ca/tellis of. A/’/eerac on jays t tofore
1 J0

hya* re a w e Jure he tote ft Jtan$ ser preyer ft teere
"firtitAiitt, P m m

«reryd lips ft w 4 » hym her dak ft

tier eheftayne, ft let Jw«iy® tofore hy® I*e frolm/ites
otter al ft dude waimy# ft ® 8anrduyche l/Veracys
1.
2%

hs.ymi s §fS hur

126 g, uiltitudet MS three slnlsig? with the ss~3 lto
above thea ltl tilde

12? t 0 2 MS last letter blurred
II9 fcj'g * thaw# the Trojans

£.23 hg * A.,/eractis * brother
12% he * A. eracus

*26 he ~ A, ftracy.®' brother

„ trenres & hys ca. tel/lis.
135

He hyaji'-i & A,. ..erao,

a! f!e sen & wyissten fat tc hys by ley & pertenyd,
to >e wc ,ys & to Pe hill is* Pe wente & ocupyde. &
£ay lent letres to Pe Jtymg in hys saner?
"Brut, Dai..k of Trolanes & of le/vyng of Pe

e.:e of

Troy, to Pandras, te Kyng of Pe Grekys* gret/yng.
140

For wy vnworthy hyt were* m / ’esliche fyng hit ys to
sen ybore of Jo gentel & /o wor'Py kynde of Dardane
operwy/e on %omre lend &. ?n soar Feme te dwell® &
leues I'epoe* he nofe-ule/t

by® ajtoet, wy/che £at

dwelled- & habfey!3 re/ayt on re wodes, & J^er INy
1%5

lybby^1wyt fle#i & erfeys.* arm lower batotyt to dwell®

denteus mete* to dwell® vnder jour 50k of bondage
% of serfage* £at yf hyt offend® xowwr hye power*
I50

Pay nay be roost wyt/wfette, saue Pe enteric ion were of
euerycne of Pe ©oa»ers £:a.t but & were ytake to
deifyre* A to tmfefoe, & to couete to Jerour dignyte
140 nyt ys* JgS hyt h ys
150

saue* MS Saue

151 The word ossers seess to defy glossing* com
pare the Latin* set uenla adhibenda
euiusqu<
capt.iui commtni3 It.Tn lentfo’T^fTset: 1 Tf(T, p* 2 2 6 } .
252 For meaning of „erour. Compare the Latin*
utelle
dignitatem
re dire '1risecm „y2V*
_
_ 5ad
T r pristina®
,
-------------------

53

& ..’"tat.

So-rfur mercy & forfeit 'e to Pys peple of

5mare lor dcfcyp, yf 3 owur wylle wer to lete hym to
15 5

habbe here fredc® & here franchise, & to lete hym
dwell© in .5 w a r londe* on pes, owte of Pe wodys
wyclse |>ay fXe$e to, & Per hym ocupyeP for sour ieruage;
oPer Pat Je wolde graunte wyt sowur loue Pat Pay
Best go & leue sowgtr lornd to ©Per nacions of
m

160

own* Xomdys.

FaV'dras mder/tod

& wel knew Pe

ferntern of here letres. Gratlyche he wondred Pat
Pay wyche he hold & feelde in serfage wer

o moche

fmifillM & hahaance ■din /© moohe h&rdyir^i© to ,/eertde
ten i'wirctee laeires.
I6 5

He let cl.e/pe i after lent Pe

lordjya of feys lend to counc&yle & hete hyp
arid co^winded to gadery hys oft toge/derya, for he
wolde pitrlewe t© take hym.

He wend© & hoped© to

tone ykepid & ouer/et hym on hat wode.

On Pe men©

tyse, Boat, wyP Pre Pou/and men, al vnavy./yd k
170

vmwy/tyng of Pe kyngye doyng, com owte of Pe wode
& JTey Pe kyngys ©if, & ncPyng £Per]of tofore he ne
horde ne wy/te.

And he went© hym jn aje & a chapode.

& he horde & wi/te Pe cornyg of Pe kyng & nys © t in* .
t
Pe con tray for nym.
175

He

ante to his mer. 'at he wolde*

Pe nexie nest after go & a a. y '■!« } e ayngys . * ar.-J
166 haue yke;;id« JG f.aue to haue ykepid
171 .Perjof* m

of

I?5 a- »4 y •Se s MS a. a tne letter u witr. a taii le

5%

wake ftyw to breke here .ege. bexrne he ha M e y w a m y d
hem & Pay were ai pre.. t, the Trolanes /rente &
a/ayi, lyd hew Xcherply & hards, & XwyPe gret .•'lays t
of he® made180

i er,» anor., fe Gre/kys ver aba/ched and

jV#yv,e adrad & flye & voyded & departed in dyuerce
party/y® -arid tofere hym fly to water of Ak&lon, l>at
was fer fajTt by.

Arad ray ha/tyd

© to jmj'X© Pe

reuer, fat was gretj bote on fe paj jyng or. fee uyddes

Pe X tress, fa r perchel’di much© pepul*

And ray fat

185 £l*y by ©fer Jydes Brut & hys men Jo hajptyd, fat
/itjpRfe of hym on fe water war adronke* and /ugpe
»'.'.A: -■ , •* •'¥■*..
»f»irt p® bi-y-wme #f ■■Mfc safer yXlay j» & J!
apse adorn fall©»

Mem Swgam- tiyder &

tester# fay were /© eha$r/yd

fat double Jlmyit of lieu was wade, fat fay re wy/te
If©

wat j*yde fay past# hejg kepe.

Han Antigcmus, Kyng

Sandras ferofer, fys /ey, wonder Jory he was-

He

©leped & gaderyd to hym hya company®* fat were
da/partoalyd and ran/nyg about®« and brouj.tt he® §
rew/led hem ajen togedere and made a. ba/ tel 4 wy’
fc a
184 pare he.. dJ* f§S perche
l?i The plural forr** nym and here referring; to
the singular form
t reflects a tendency in English
to refer to collective singular nouns witt plural
pronouns.
177 neis = the Trojans
17V hem ~ the Qreef.i

55
195

wykayd wylle went© apon Pe T r o lanes and went© to ham &
fflsade fcara fie ln*o Pe wat®.rj and ydronched hya.

Bote

fceiine. Pe T ro lanes j'cherp/lyche t o m y d hy® & here
cospany/es toje.ns
he®,
200

Crekys • 4 aanlyche fay wytj t.ode

tod Pe hejte wepe/ne fc&t 9,ay hadde fay benotae

tie*, j’o J>ai Pe pwrpos of GreJrys to hy® ly tel
profited, for wy

Pe

Tro lanes wer prej't yarrayd &

Grokys were bat naJced

men*

And Perfer, Pe

froia/ne® wer l>e sore tisrdyer for to wyt/tonde hen
& JTlcuf seny of fee®,
2©5

&

Pe

Grekys nest nost ajlsape

;ionises tilfie I5© were alaej’t alls y/Xaye* Aiy^tlgonus
and Anaclstus, feys felow* yta&e.

Vienne Fat B « t had

jrftadde ie vI.eto.rye of Pe Grekys, he aanyd ftys
catftel&s .#■ pit# |® vi|e ifiys'ty^ to .faipe 1% ca^tslls,
am i h fs s IM J* , m % by® ©swfaa&y®, went® t o *m%& Per Pe
210

ptpil of -frolames abode & waytyd hys comyng.

Bute

Pandraa# for te fleyrtg & i® voydyrig bat ray hadde
yaad®* and al,„©

for Pe taky-g

/ore anoyyd ,i agreuid*

of hys fcrosier, he was

bat fane nest* he pepuX

wyche hat were di/pierlbelyd -& flow®, he let hen
2:15

gadery togederys m e n *

Ana Pe day aaorwe after,

196 wate... ri * §§S waste
2 1%

di% p^erjbelyd* §§S di;'pfceiydi

199 T he f i r s t * ay i s th e G r e e k s 1 th e s e . o n d ; ay
is the Tr©j a m *

56

nt weat & com to £e ce,.. tells & had die ygadered j.is
pepal togederys Jk toy, ege^d... Pe c&/cellist for he
wende Brut ferine & wyt hym Antigonus, his broker,

&. ssa^njy of er wye he a.tt.ie hadde ytake to pry/ons»
220

And wenne he & toys coa/panye cos to J>e wallys, he
departy.d & delde toys pepul of hys o/t in. ba/taylis
A ©rdayited & jfette byre atoow/te to a/ayle Pe ea/tel
% charged feea to fcepe fa/t I5© jeatis & dores, Fat

Pay com n o n
22,5

out#*

Susae Pay jette toy fe water of
arntagus & /owes to tayne

Tar/ej suasae toe dude

Pe c-a.fte.lt A suasae wyt oPer manor of en/gyenons
to brefce rfi walles.

tod Pay dude & pur, ewed hys

to#/toys & ftmite wyt alie ftrengPe Pat ray mejte,

m m ieluerectoe wanere Pat Pay coupe mo.ft
2 3 ©' eruwellyetee Pay dad®.

Mmt w«

P e ■ne&t co#» ray

eto©/# Pe «o/t toar/dya/t A dou^tey/t (Pag for to
ajTayla & wake & to$«n« afawte to Pe cajtel/lya*
and r® t©P§jr> Pat wary & mech ytra/uaylyd, to j'lepe
& to tojJtte re/«.«», and *.j* o to i’le tea Pat owt com
23$

of Pe ca/./teilg ©Per of tent.

Bute Pay fat were

wyt 5rote Pe ca» tel be. eget* pay ..food vppon Pe

21? by/ege, d.1« MS by* eges
219 aair.jys

may

219 Lhies MS he
229 i# iuerectoet ESS ouereche

walles & forfed hess wybe ai ..e ftrengte bat hy
had/de & ayst to wyt„ ette & putt? away be Jtrengbe
of here eneayes & oa/®yriaconns.
240

Per for, fay ordaynyd

engyrs.on.Rs, & wepene, & dyuer. 'e armour contrary©
tosens here eneayes.

Sow wyt .perys & dartys, now

wyt fyre It hrynj’ton, bay ca/t vppon hy®, & wei
nohylyche hay fee® deffendet & kept®,

And weraie bay

of Pe aft wer yredy 4 prejft t© breke & to a/ayle be
24-5

walles, bay wybjime ca/te & brew out® vppon hym fyre
Srekys & /pryngodo vppon. hem boot water St made here
eneayes wypdraw© &. for/ake here a/asrte ssaugre hem.
Bote I?ay w y M n e be ea/telle were so my/eyde & lytel

mete hadde & j'o tueneQft&& «uerych day wyb fy$t &
.
f.t. '-gj!
'.*1"!;" ’* t '
■■ .?■:
250

in tratiay/le, 1%% bay tto$t host hyt ful lotig endure,
ray took profrylarche a maJ'/I'maer afnd] /onto to Brut
and praydo hym for to help© he®* for bay dowted to
fall© on fetoolny//®, /o bat bay wf’oj/te for/ake an£d_l

soldo Pe ca/tollg, but yf bay hadde help be radar.
255

Brut, worm® he horde by®, he was in gret boost, and
244 of be o/t; #5 ol h
251 a..ndj* m

of be o,;.x

.a

2 53 ». o j/ t e * M
w ithout t&l1 "te

& th e te ^ u n ririg o f tr.-e l e t t e r y

5B

tjronglichfr

1er)wyP ,.e was tormenty a, for m

he

hadde 0031 „<a nan ■ knys/tys Pat nest .uffiice to 3 efe
he® chanpanye batelle.

J-erme, ha/tlyche, he bj ?ou ste

4 tok ny? conceI & was on pwrpos for to go hat ney jt
260

t© J»e o/t Ntt Jeget iPe cajtelle & to . lea Pe watche,

& to cone & to falls vppon Pe oft flepyng, Peraie
^oujt ase >at me*t nost be, but. hyt were of a/en^t]
4 helpe of Pe Grekys.

Petwe, he clepyd to bya

Anacletust l»at was Anflgonus telow, Si drew cute fcys

/werd & j’ayde to

on fcys roaner-e: "Poo nobel,

3unge man, Pe ende of fcy lyf, and al/o of Antigonys,
' JP Vo ,
ys come, hot yf fcou wait do Pat Pat y wol Pe note &
comande, 4 Pat Pou per/ewe & fulfills trulyche my

wills.

I am on porpos to go* Pe nexte neyit Pat

corn?, to pe ea/telle Pat Pe Qfrekys byJe/geP, and
LtoJ loc&ivt $t to helpe fcyss in Pe cai’tel, and to

afraye han of Pe o/t 4 matte hyn voydei but y drede

Put here wacch® wol.de dl/couere 4 dy, torbele ay
purpos . 4 [e]r h t y go vppon he®, i my company, y
mot of be be enfw'ryd to haue hyip ?f >e, Pat y ray

2 56

256

11 rongi jche * f£S rongl Iche
rerJwy 1 1 tjS wy»

262 a en tj« IE a. ers
270-271 and

to . occur j JgG and

27^ ^ejrs MS or

0ur

J

59

by Pe /yearly enfre vjrxm he®,

y o u mo St or.

al canere b d f t e i y & S u r e l y do me py s] nrde & Pys
erand.

Wow, on Pys nexte neyst, Pe f e / c i m d e hour,

Pou jchal t go to Pe
280

ege, and to Pe wacche Pou „ ©halt

peke wyP fayre wordys &

and >ou /ch&lt .„ygge

to hy® Pat Pou ha/t ybroke out of Brutys pry/on.
Antigenus» Pe kyngys hr©*

and rat Pou ha. t hym

yhroiist anon t© Pe outgoyng of pe wode. and free Pou
ha/'t yfsiid hy® amonges Pe bu/ches, and Pet he aeyjt no
285

former go of pertenyng of wen.

Penne, Pou /chait

brynge Pe waofo/ehe men anon to I5® wode as Pou ham
baddeit to delyuerea.

:,r5

And y wol. be pre/t Panne twyF

■ja/.- ’
ny company. for to take hym.*

*•
„ *,
Hen Anacletus jey Pe

5 « ,:;

■■•,;

Iwerd oner hys hevyd adfrawe, & ‘
*r/P grete wor/dis Pat
29®

was ymnejfeised, swyPe /'ore he was adrad.de*

& Penne,

■anon, fee ..we/r© by hys fay & a/ured & hym byhys te to
pursue & do fays hej te * hys coman/dement, so Pat he
wold© grant®
iyf.
295

t© hys and to Antyconnus to haffe here

Wan Pys couenant was ygran/tyd & confertcyd, on

Pe /ecunde hour of p® next® neyst after, he tok hys
way toward Pe

eg© - & wenne Pat fee ..-o© anor. to }:e

ca/telle, Pe wacctvnen Pat t«:< kepe
eueryefe

f Pe waccfee at

ytSe com renne A a „ k y d of r.ysr wat was Pe

cau/e of hys comyng Peeler, and wer yeet* to tetraye

i~sf

sis VK

60

30 0

fee oft.

Perm©» he* wyfe glad chere .easing to hymv

ami tiered hem on Pys aanere; *1 nan nojt ycone to
betraye ay men* but j mm a/kaped of fee pry«'on of fee
Troianes» and j a® aflowe to sow hudei to pray 3 0 W
to cease wyfe ate to Antigonus, sowur frende, wyehe Pat
305

j fcaf delt y luered ©wt of Brutys .prison, 4 y haf hym
ybroj t anon to fee goyragewf of .fee wode, 4 Per y haf
ytiydde h p aworsg© fee baches, for y aejt yfynde
Jw^/mn of sow to led© & 'hym dalamere.*
Pay dredde wefeer [/feej Jsyd J*ofe oPer no.

But Penn©#
Penn© eons

31© ■ Per on of hys Pat taew liy® 4 /aluAd hym* fay/fa to
hys feiaajys wych he was.

Pen# Pay went© wyfe hyss

& elepede here felowys wyfe fee® & /©wed hym anon to
fee wode* as he hadde y/ayde Per fee kadde yhodde hym.
All© hay wer£ yeone aaonges he torches,
315

fhensie* Per

was Brut# wyfe by® company® y&rsyd* & went© vppion fey®.
•Is all® h# take & / low# t h e m e went® to. he /eg© &
do party d hys company in hr® batayiys# & ccwaunded
hat em r v c h of hen /hold go to hys ,‘yde of r# ca/tel
her he was a/yngn®d 4 wy*,V lyche wyl'oute dre*c 4 noy., e

320

go Peeler# j'o feat hyn ,chasy:! not t* an_ d } ’or to
abyde tyi feat he wyfe hys coatpany ha die ywonr;»
30 5 del, y'uerede MS are1ugred

3©y wefeer

fee]

J2l> an- d 1j MS an

ay d: J4S we) er

-1

61

?e kyngys tent & P«*y Pat hurde toys /ygne y/cryed.
Thenne, he tzajsts he© al?« fat Pay /chulde do,
Ferine, h&y hy® oyjte A hede to
325

&

ea/teile, & Per

Pay bydet he syngwe Pat he he® tv hey;, t .

Amu w* -nne

Brat com toy/'fore Pe kyr%_.gjs, Pandrasys. tent at
ge/Xyrag •& at toys e/tioacion, 4- Pay Pat; vrer wypjrme
hurde neySe hyw ®yp /werde© ©utedrawe A wer on here
feeders a/lepe Is hurde /trokys and hard® yjeue
33©

<1 m» fyte Pay me hag/dt of he®, to *Pe ea/tsl Pay
rersned
■Pay

$ede« ssalsyfflg, gret deal

&

h u r de

& fo rw e *

& wenne

J% w a y % m g of lie/re felewryo iayng

& fom t

Pay rtame aaong here ensqysB as feyt were /©hep a®omg

'

■''•■••&:; -

...... £{|

wtaXphtm*

335

_

“,

t.» .-ig a f ' f

•

- f '=•.

fhtfiae,'iny war# nonter /©re adrad* for*

ihta»* m il feyIp m Pay m-e fiadde* navi hope to take
fi§n a m o s f. no god /pace t© f i t *
fort5, vnytoke wepyn ©Per amcwig,
weder, for dr«de ©f arssed non.
®€f» Pay wer yj laye*

31*-©

Bute Pay re®o«#d
Pay wy/t* no*t
And arson, wyp Bratys

And /iijpe of he® fley A wold

tea# y/Ssaped, but ha/t/lyche Pay were yraise M o n g o s
bro# it amonges tom, e he®, A yd© to Pe del' *

And ,« e

for drede of deP fall# aaonges tore®, on t--itt.es wyt
he derko nest, Pat hay !•rile here artna». loggia. 4
ai. © rugges.

Ar d . tint# coa ..0 r.yj e ? « re ^er fleyn/.

326 teyr/_.g,;ss MS kyns
336

wy? Brutys* MS wyi w rrutye

3^5

Pay nuu'te rieuer wetter* & fulle -erjnne & were

adroq/ke, so Pat Per nas of her- an/ow nePe Pat nas
wyP fortune & harm yperched.

And Brutys men Pat wer

on Pe ca. tel* werme pay wyi'te i knew Te comyg of here
cne/ ualrye. -anon, Pay wend oujte aiaoiyges Pe Qrekys,
35©

of hem dob led P e J’laujt*

Bote Brut, Pe for/ayde tent

of Pe kymge he wyn, & toy/yleche & wel hyt kepede*

&

ali'o Pe kyng he tote, for he tiadde leu r to kepe lays
lyue P m m e

for to do teym to P e deP.

fe coaganyes

w ,yrfea fat were wyt Brut, neuer “
fay acojede to /Xe

,4r-.
*
' & 1! ''^,r
•'
355 fait Pe Ctarifes for to Pay hadde y/Isy*s * vndo fro fat
,'?4P|>:
, '",
>
■£
*
■
'
■-"t
c /yd ifeito Pat oPe;r, & Iwych a •iay.jt & owelyn lay

S

«d/de Pat la/t al Pfc ney.B't tyl on Pm -adam* r-at bjrt

m m dayXyat.

at/»,
3§0

Brdt made gret ioie* & hys

Arttt for here grate godet & wysasyg N.t Pay

teaddo fwonns,

4 at here Jytyfig# Brut departy4e

aasongea hys fel.awy©* 'Pat Pay hulda lay® wel apayde.
Perase, tie wente Into Pa ca/tel wyp Pe kyng, and Per
fay abode till® Pay had/d© departyde boPe trejuur.

3**5 Pay mi/te .*«©ii©r wader* ICS Pay nu te newer lay
ms. t« r*cuer weder
~
“
“
3©3 The referent of boPe is unclear, one not
beinw .able to tell if it refers to Brutus and
Pandrs^us or to two treasuresi tne Latir :ext,
however, states, duas r‘.a:;„a.s dlglrlbuerern (Criscom
1929* p. 2 )3). The arcusa1lye Viura3 form gazas
cooes from the word £&sa, meaning “ treasure, wealth
riches."

63

4 Femme* he made

365

vytaylyd

dede fcodyes bury£e].
company a$e.
wen/te.

here
&

Pe

cartel ayem, & cede J;e

And he gedre to gederys hys

And wyt ioye & victory®* to wode Pay

So Fys mobel due gladede hys company©.

tarty® were fui/fyllyd wybe Ioye & wurthe*

Femme, he went©
37©

&

lorcSys» 4

£he®j wat

Pay
Pe

Pandras*
her power

Pe

&

And

elepede to hyro hys grete/t barons

worthyy/t of feundes* and he a/ked of

wold comceyle hy® to by&de and a./se of

kyng, for he £wasj yput 4 sefte wider

& bvure hyddyg, 4

he jcltulde do here will®

yf he mold® be delyueryd fro hya*
375

Per

Anon.,

/ugase bad

hym bydde ©f F® kymg wat party of Fa rease he wolde
hym 4 hys ©oapa/my grant® 4 $ett® to dwells jnne.

And /ugne by® bade to bydde lycens to go owte of hys
f,c'3

lends wat way that he voids frellche, 4 he to fynde
hy» al Fyng Fat itywt n»4yst to hare waygoyng.
38©

Menne

Fay had/de long y/potee* aaerych hys avyce It cancel,
Fetine, Fer arcs wp on of he® was name was Kewpritius,
4 he pravcie to hys woder felons to herfcen© hy»
/tylle, 4 he j'ayde. *Ky fadres 4 ay ffvendes, wert©
J'chull® ie demure 4 3tryue so long on *at Payne Pat

385

w« *chul hahbe, 4 ys help 4 hele to outs'

0 lynr ys

365 buryiel* IMIS last letter tlurre371

i.he»j: 1C blurred

372

he [waf] yput * 1C he yput

376 j,«ue to dwellet MS ?eve of eye iond to -jwelle

t* byddyng, as me /erayyth* 4 ►at

ys

lycens & leue to

go* yf vonrur lykyng be, jf ►at se de. yret to h&bbe

suer pes wyt by® & hys* noSt for ►enne aeff $e
grants to Fandrss to hafefee hys lyf to k

390

je to hafefoe of bye a party o f Groce

% m m % Pe Grekys.

&

coue/nant

se to dwells

E«er dsiryng pes, je ."chul haue wyt

fey®. ►© wylys I'at Pe brosterys, 4 /uftarya* & Jones hup
on lyue of ►« wycfee safter neyst je ssade Jo fret a
/layst.

&Xle >e wile hat je d*mlXy> 4 bull yuedled.

afwi^es h « * £e ]uer/nore here Mande & here mcio*t
wo3/Xy£ fee mynde i'^erof * of sow haue grot hate, and
eaer he® mforeye to take veniaunce & to fee awreke
And al/o we btt> bate a lytel coMpany to

apon

wyfc/timde so ®eny m

P & y teuPt

ffor yf ►er fal any

•; ■
■■

detect® bytw yxtb sow 4 tie®, ► •tyviy noribni ausry day
m o t 0 4 enara/tyrt* & % m m r ImffyPt*

Bat y ounosl

►at »© feydde hys ylda/t dorter, ►at ys yclepyd
Imojger,, to our

due to femfcfee to hys wyffe, 4 wyJ*

hurftt gold 4 JyXuer* schepes 4 wets* 4 al ©►er ►yng
*05

►at ys nedful to towur wey & to sowur pa,,/age,

And

yf inow /o bydde to haue hys leue to go- 4 of a lie
395 .elaeroore* f§S Eueraore
40C *e iffre j* §§S £*
40** sc h e p e s * §§$ S ch e p e s

65

woder Pynges to forw'ayde wa..yj, 3owur wiile be
a v y / e so w .*

P e n n e , Pay aile afen/tyd Pert© fat Pe

kyng. P a n d r a s , L c h u ld e be yled & yb.rou.jt on gyddys
410

o£ hem a l l e , & yf he wolde graunte & fuLijfille here
peticion & feure ha//kyng, he /chulde haue hys lyf 1

& b a t* y f w o ld e , he /chulde daye a foul def-♦ And
P a y d w e lly d m o s t, h a s t wyPmaste eny ta r y n g b r e a s t
hy* fcrP on. a chm/rm h e y e r pan ony of tee® alle.
415

&nd

P e r h y t was t o tey® y t a u s t m at to rw e n t & ;pyne tee
/ c h u ld e tease, b o l tee w old e a r a iin te & do

■ .: .,v> 1 % ... •• '

o tire l y f f e s *

',4

.

"

ff«

te

-y®e .

Pat

1 t,

noPyng y s le u e r Pan l y f .

"av

-

* _■

P er f o r ,

y grant# sow sowar afHyng & faillfylle sowar
407 w aLyja ggS w at
410 fw£ijfille» MS fufall©

416 do iLPmtJ Pay* gg| do Pay
420 Me L b u P J preftt 3§S we pre. t

423 fuu.lJfyUe* MS fufylle
416-420 The jy? of line 616 refers to the rod®, the
s©mar of line 420 to the Trojan©. The Latin text teas
re adrcrs to the gods, but rather* 4aoniaw a racers! dii
ase memmue fra.ire® anacleton an iiarm uestree tradi&erant.rirlsco®'' I929, pi 2 J 5I •
~

66

byddyngj for now y l'e wel y not be obedyeni to
425

Sowur hej'tys, and ®y dowter y ssot to jow seue, Fat
of 1© moche godnyjVe & gentery je buP yccme, & bore
of %o nobel fcynde of Fryanay & Achilles* wyche Fat
Fe nobel loos & fame of Fat kynde wyed ys tore &
Jpredde.

hjQ

All© oFer Fat were yexylyd of Troye, and

Jo ssoche Fat so aany princes yjrnt on serua/ge buF
of pri/on delyuered* how /hulde Fe Kyng of Grece
hyffi /tomde, wenne wyt /o few© & syt so lytel pepul
so many 4 gret plenty of arngrd ®en feuF di ’corofyted,
bare kyng taken & yferoust to here pry/om.

Wo

/e|sold® 'qpW'taMe JljM) a
**wS' J--.grajL.n3t®-*
.s:;^ :
-aj:,
y wol 3 aue to Brat, due* Jnnbgen, my dowter* & al/o
y wol Sou© wyF here gold, & syluer, A- scliepes, $
arete. iiym* «ud oyl®, % «X Fyng Fat nedyF to £i ©whirl
way and pa/Jege as Fay wollyF Jygge.
440

And yf 3®

t o m e fro 3 owr p-urpo® & dwell© wyF Fe Grekys. Fe
435 grain] te* US g with ra-si&n above it te

43? y wol seue wyF* Jg, y wol seue wol ieue wyP
438

£;s©wurj* J§S here

425-42? These relative clauses are supposed to te
stating the 1 image of Brutus, who was descended from
Priaa and Anchioes, not Frta® and Achilles. Compare
the Latin quea. ex aenere praams! 4 archis© :reatum
(Griscorn 1929..p. "23^1"*' '
4>4 Sole the past participle ‘.a^gn w ju„ the ~n
tertai nation not usual for the IarFa age of if.e History.

6?

Predde party 01 my reme y wolie graunte ?ow to
haffe, to wonya & to dwell© ^erirme* & ouer al» my
by haft ft my graunte j wol fulfills & per/ewe.

fat

so se jchul be £e /urer, y wol dwells j'tylle on
l-%5

s w t r ward® tylle all© »>yng fat y haaf low behote be
fulfillyd."*

Waime Pm cowesmnt was y m d e , fay vent

•ofiyngereB ouer Grace to all® fe ha/uenes & portes
to gadere /hippes«
to^edere*

fe

4-50 CCC ft

ft weime fay wer ygede. ed

matore fay pre/entyd ft browste of was

M memm of vltaylis on 3>y* jitippis

fay charged, And Ofeisf..1 t»s yarisyd & ysarled: t© f0
,..';k/
•1;
'
U'f.'
do*/ter wyt gret J^oleapiyte as•byfel to here ft as
.
■; ■% i,,■ ■ -i
.
digrsyte a/kyd. God gold ft sykier yiSdw to Jiyw was
ysewe* ft Jlsttels.*

455

al

P ys.

was

W 0 tilM M

frelycfee f eme went 'Pm fcyng ©wt© ®£ 0 $fm,

ft ydo*

Arsd

■anon after, at f® next® wy»4, Pm Trolsaies went®
01*9,t«

of isys power ft of feys lordchepe.

IImogen, he was y/mt/te m
./tode & oft©
460

Bot

an hye /etoyppe ft P#r

wounede teetwyxe

irutys arwys, almost

dedt ft oft© hue let© Is© feres fall© for

orwe to

depart© fro our® kyn ft fr«nd®«» ft fro Im tontray.
We

hue turned newer her eyert fro ;© ha/wene till©

.hue was wyre of we/pyng ft .help ouercome fully
twy day/es ft nest.

j>ay

aylyd ty.ie lay ro» to an

451 And ..Brut.' was 3 MS and was

68

ylond Pat was yciepyd Leo/gentia, wyche -'at of olde

465

fy®e wjt Pe curje & Pe r-ennyg of Pe pyraty s was
deltmed & wa, tyd, h no man woned Ferine . & Per
>ay arayuyd to put ylond, Brut sente CCC ar/®ed
•sen for to wyte wo woned ferine.

^70

Jdfeerched.

Pay went® &

& Pay fond no man but plant® y/now of

wylde be/tys & of dyuerce kymde wypine Pe wodys &
fore/tys, & ynow Perof Pay toke.

Thay com to a

cety Pat was al waited & yleft for dy/ert, & Periae
Pay fond® a te*/pl© of a geode;je*
*75

In Pe Jap®

tea/pul* Per was an yaage of a good/a/j® Pat -,ef
'w
;■
-t;. r'
:
an/were of Pyug Pat a man wolde of here a,/ke &

Iflra&fcr.*

vj,

sm
»"■■i 't-j bydde.
.I

■ *r

Pten], Pay -charged by® wyp Pe ve/nyjVm Pat

yt\,
Fay Per

fw m & r n St

camyte,

&

turned be® ayen .to here

,ifchi ppys & told to here felowys of Pe centre, 4 of
%S©

Pe cyte, & of Pe jentelos Pat Pay Per for.de * jayse.
And Pay excy/ted. & com/elyd Pe dufc -to go to Pat
tempi 1, & fayre Sc fre sefty® to Pat place do, &

Sacrifice make, & enque/re of Pat gode*. e wat lord
& contra Pay ..chuld i'ache Sc go to haue here
*05

perpetual dwelling to wone & tc dwell® jnne.

Wanna

*77 P,en]s 16 Pat
*80 fonde % i'ayse* MS forsde 4 Kau.* ta V t o m e &?«
te here Jh&ppes /ayj* ”
.............. . ‘*
>*■

«■

W. M

<t i ,

69

Pay hadde y/take concayle & ©lie acentyL&J J^erto,
Brut tok wyp hym xij4"' of

gree/tei't barons & Pe

grette/'te lordes of fcymde, ■& went© to >at temple wyr
al l*yng bat nedful was to I3© Sacrifice,

Wenne bay

were .feeder ycome, ray 5 ede abowte Pe temple.

And

tofore Pe entre Pre geodes ber wer y/tode & portrayed
as Pe mmmr 'was on Pe aide tame* wyche bat were

Jouys. & Mercure, & al/© Pe %ane.

& tofore hym Pay

Jett© Pre lures, & euerych of be lordes safe here
ieft|s & here /©orifice dude to eueryeh of Pe godes.

& Brut tofott©. £l%3 water of !;e goddes/e leveled* & a
of .I3© /acryiyce ful of wyit and blcde of a
Lwy-y hynde on hys rysf
hys fy$t on be Dyane*

bond he hui.de.

He a&jte vp

And wonder jtilie, but fewe

he /ayde 3H m wordest *9Iua potetis
terror /Hue/tribus apris* cui licet anfractus ire

%S6 acenty£dj * fg acentys
%96 tofore /be] awter* gS tofore auter
b-98 £wytl * MS blurred
500

nej wionLUWj* MS. netor

1*98 Compare wyt hynde with Latin tardade eeruas
tQrisco* 1929 , p / a w T r
$00 Compare netac-rua here with La* in rxemorur(Or Isc c» 1929, p."" "2)EY.
500-50
Powerful :©dess of the weed, terror of th<wild boar of the fores, t, who »ay freely wslk

per ether os irtfernasque dome®, terestria iura
re;Ts©]lue, et die qu-is terras nos hatitare veils.
Die eer/fa® j’edem* qua te venerabor in euua, qua titoi
5©5

virgineis templa dicab© cor is."*

Merme he hadde Pys

lx sy/des yi'ayde, he sede &howte Pe auter iiij Sy.Pes,

& he ca/te ft sete Pe wyn Pat he huld on Pe fyuer, &
Xayde hym ado® 3»e bendy® jlsyn* wyche Pat to fore Pe
auter was yjgrade.

510

wyle.

Per he ful on /lepe & Slept a

Penne was hit as hit wer Pe Pred/de hour® of

Pe jieyjt, on Pe wyche Pat. jVatty/t jlep takyp a man.

,

sub

occal'y /oils "Iran/ CSaltica rigrta* ■insula in occiano
53.5

vndique claoja amri.

InJ'ula in occiano est habitata

glgantibns olya, nunc dljerta qutdem, gentibus apt®
tui®.

Wane nanque pete, tibi /odes erit ilia

,503 r©£s©Jl;u® * I® reule

515 habitata* MS habitata®
502-505 through the mass of heaver- and houses of
heli, reveal the natural laws of the earth, and say
what lands you wish us to dwell in. Name the secure
abode where 1 shall venerate you for ever, where 1
will grant you temples and dances of maidens (My
translation).
503 Compare resolue with Latin resolute (Griscom
1929, p. 239).

5i3"5A7 Brutus, beneath the sunset, across the
Kingdom of Gaul, is ir island in the ocean surrounded
by waves and sea- The island in the ocean wag once
inhabited by giants, is now deserted, suited to your
peopIe* There*or, elaim iti 1 will te your ai©de

perhennis.

Hec fiet r.atis altera Troia tuis, hie a -

prole tua reges na/centur, & ipsius tot lists terra

520

j'ubdiius orb is erlf."

Of Pys a w ;'eon fe duk was

a/teryd & was ors drede wafer hit wer in /wefnyg ofer
no; for wj he /eye fe godes wyt a quyet voys fat
/ayde to wat contray be /hulde go.

He clepede hys

felowys to hym & tol.de hym al by order how hyt
5*5

/holde by fall© t© hym as Pe Diane toi.de hya on hys
Hep.

Petme, fay made gret ioye & dyj te hym /hell to

bur /hippos., and wyt -fe next© wynde Pat was after.

Pay /ay led toword Pe occian for to go Sr /e/che /at
Pe godda/J'e hya orday/nyd & jayde. Pay dv.silyd
'V ■ .
p///\ . ■/
53CI noSt lon/ge, fat fay co« t»" Pd tiye fee & fayled f m
' '■/'m ':-.:
r, <,
1
'%>
.|
& hure cours fcylde xxx dayes, fat fay com to Afrik,
'if,;/'
/,«/>'
and fay n© -wy/te to /of e wefer fay were ytornyd,
; .

nor merer fay J W X d turn.

Perme, fay com to fe

Autyera of fe Fyly/tey® & Pe /tedys of fe wodys-# &
535

Jay lyd bytwyxte Rusae 4 fe Motmtaynys of Ajar®.

Per of Pe cornyg & of fe renmyg vppon hy® of pyratys,
wyf /wyfe gret pgrelle fay wer ypay/nyd, 4 aoche
/ha®e fay hadde wyf he®.

Bote fe victory® ray hadde t

wonne he®, & wyt fe py/i&ge fat fay wonne 4 hadde of
5*»0 he® fay were reche. Thenne fe # o w ,

fay pa ..yd fe

518 for ever. There, another Troy will be built
by your sons. There, kings will be b o m of your off
spring, and all the earth will he subject to the®
CM v trarsB1a t i©r»I .

72

r e v e r e , & Pay aryued In Kaurytanya.

Penne, Per Pay

hade attache mePeyf e Sc J'char\e/de of asete & of drynke.
And Pay wen Ite oute of Payre Jchippis to londe, &
di/po/ed hur companyes, & waj tyd fe centre fro Pat
5**5

on 3en/’de to Pat oPer.

Wenne Pay were fulfed, Pay

come & wypdrow hym a sen, it come to Pe Pyl areas of
Her/caleus-

Ferine• Par aperyd. to hem a monj ter meryn

Pat was ycXefiyd SIrenes, and J o wente vp i don, huder
& Peder, aboutte Pe /chlppes# Pat almo/t he he M e hym

550 <& /lo w e d & ouerProwe. But no$t for Panne, fro hym
Pe a/kapyd & come to Pe See of Tyrene.

Per f a f t e by

Pe ha/uene it by Pe lend, CP&y3 fonde M i j kynd.es of
generacones of Troye y/bore, wyche Pat were exiiyd &
w ere Perrnys yflowe Xonge tofo/re Pat tyme,

555

3c wer on

a company togedery e . And hure duk & hure gou eraser
was ytiote Corneas, a tenpre turn & be/t of eoncayle
wys, * of g.ret vertu, & fw yPe haj'ty, /o jef he wyt [a]
gear-t Jhulde raeide, pley, oper fyjte, anon, he wold

hem di/confyte ■ & ouercome as a man wolde overcome a

560 /childe.

P e n n e , Brut, & h e , Sc alle Pat ©Per

company e knew Pe fcyng & Pe racy or., euerych of oper

552 lond, ..Pay] fonde: MS lone fonde
552 iilj kyndesi MS iiij fowre Kyndes
557**55® wvt _aj geant; !45 wy *. geant
547 - 5-48 The translator has miscontrued *he forms
mens-ra and SIrenes, hot h plurals, as sin *uliars.

73
of olde tyme.

j-er Pay a. /enf & t y c c v felowys

tegederes. 4 ai,o bop here companyes. Hys men, m
Pe name of here duk, Pey were yclepyd ComychetBen.
565

And C o m e u s saen hylpe Brut on all .‘„,rs baraylys.
Pay /ay lyd ■& pa//yd many londys , Pat h y

cuntare Pat now me clepyt Oy&ne.

Tbenne,

come into a

Pay cos into a

layer, & Per Pay dwellyd vij day/es, & e/pyede Pe
centre & wat re/» fajrt was.

570

fhesme regrmde In a

cuntre Oo.lfayre Pe Payteyyn, Pat m s kyng of Pat
fame centre.

So Per was a igret word A a gret fame to

hym ytolde, Pat a .-.gret flete of J£ t} range petit 4
... ;•/

575

alloros were wypjnne P» parleys of hys rent* arwyd.
1-,'t'■
*”
Perane, he Sent re/Z/yrogerys to enquere wat Pay
/ousts* & wePer M y wolde pees oPer werre.

And as

Pay wer goyng to Pe flete, P«*y matte Come/as, Pat
was yeoase alond wyt C€ *«n wytjnne Pe vodes to
hoimte & to take vene/on. Arum, Pay Sp&k to hym &

afket fey wat ssanys lews 4 no $af leue to honte on P®
580

kyngys lend & to take hys d«r«.

“Of olde tyrae,” Pay

/ayde« *hy ^ ys /tabeiyd & ordayned 3at no man wytowt®
Pe he/t of Pe prince n*

to honie ir. hys fore., tys.“

>enne, C o m e u s an/weryd. "Of
no leue habbe.*
$85

wy-che iyr.* we

r.ul

Penne, on of .Pej reyteyuenes,

wyche hys name was Vefcret, put an arwe or; hys tom.

572

.t.range s JC£

581* of

e

ranee

Peyteyuenes *

of r*ry tey u^nes
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& remedied to Corneus, & .net to toys?.

Bote Corners

voy/ded toys .'hot & rescued fa. te to hy» & pulled Pe
feowe fajfte out© of toys bond, it .sot hyr on Pe heued.
Arson, ha.it/ly, all© »e remanent fley away, and vnnepe
590

tay a/kaped of hys toondes.

Penne, Pay come to

Gol/fariev k told toy® of Pe del' of here felawe & how
he was y/JLaye.

Pe®/**©, P© Disk of Fey tow was wonder

sory & yuyl angret, & gadered a gret company© & a
©ret o/t for t© avenge on he® Pe deP of hys rae/jyi^ger.

595 Bui Brut way ted toe£ej eoasjmg, & Penne, he left© to
kepe to here Jctoippis, toure mare/raeryj>], & wetmn ■&
ctoyidren,

k he [arid.] toys tjfS%yng oeii went© to londe
,i '

■ % ■ ...

& cmm

t m a r m Pa to&tayle,

itranglyehe at tooPte |y*es.

Pen** Pay fowyte

.

& much© of Pat day Pay
*7 +

6CMC

.

feust, 4k gret /lau$t Pay made & c*» to m m end®,
C&rmm

was ajc$m/m<& Pat %q%ftam$«ss war IP hmt/$y t#

wypj'tossde Pe froiawrie*. k Pay ramst to eyP/etten n# term®
nost of toe®.

Penne. to# take toys hardyne,/© to ny®, 4

ctepe/d* toys company to toy*? <m Pe ry? t half of Pe
6 05

betayie, 4 made toys: Utaylt, 4 “low many of toys enemy ©a,

593 angret* $E|
595 he. rs* |§S toe
596

aare/nery.a .s itl mare.- ner-y

597 to« ,and 1 toy*:

he- hys

601 Corv,«u» was: MS corners 4 was

•;

75
so Pat he hym put & pre/Jed aiaonges fe batayle of hy
eneayes* & brake here J’cheltruas & made he-® reaeue,

& wake way, 4 put hy® to ground©, & defend© he® so*
& pur/utde here
610

tat asade hew alle to fie.

Bote

J»erase, /wyehe an happe to he® befalls. >at he Iov't
hy* Jwerde.

& beane, he tok ttys fanchon, r’at was

kene at too^e j'ydess & alle he /®ot l>er#yt vppon re
bested, he clef he® to Pe grounds.

Brut J’erof, & hys

felow, fmype ©wche w m i r e d of fays hardeay/i'e «& vertu,
613

wyehe S^t wyt toys faction aj®©r*ges 3>e batayle, Pat Pay
•^ntjd
■S•'
rW*
SkSl.'"v>tfi
lS&fc k
■nAe^t ' ^ %b&fa3bstMk '
-Hfci aSWWfeW®.*#*
‘
S%3Jsfr*S*-4gk

Mat ,/o 3Ubw h&obe $© of sewur fleyst?
1© .fie, y vol low .ewe!

For weder rat

& $e mot me nedys fie,

woe he l»at y woi ne/d© sake fie so aany ty rentes &
fear tea, * by J»re & by ferure bryry'cyng to prison at.

62*> on»*’’

..ijxjyinM-;...
• « "J

for* hye .child® to jen/t hy*.

& he for seta nojt

foys faction, lat he r.eld on hys horade.

606 !> batayle* tz te re tatayle
626 on, d * MB or

p»-

He '’rered

76

fcym vp. &
&3©

sdowom apop. $g...fte..:gro.MiHte &nd ytepartyd. .hra M - l i
And anon., he wente aaonges Pe ©Per ensuyes

parleys.

wyt hys fashion, & tumede huder ■& Peder, & gret
/laws! of hya ®a/de.

Nor he ,/parede nojt for hur

Strokes, not rejte most to fall© adouri* & to ,.'le hys
635

Per, he Smote fvagm of Pe arae ayt I5’® heads,

enayes.

& /tae he departed Pe /chulder fro Pe body,

Snmme he

/mot of Pe hewed wyt on Stroke, & fwme he cl of Pe ragges
artmyae.

Venne Brat P$s hyhwide, he ca/t hys lone on Pe

fauste.
• , ;y •i.J

64©

.

And alle Pay fwl on tops, & he wyt hem alls

•>

#

...........

*V:

:

;

ian, & ran to hy® agpt Id» Xfc3aytayle, hps -to helps
»

Jocoor,

&

INrina was Per grete -erye o f smisy % P f r je mem,

f m n e , Pay je/fe hard Jtrokjs m

hope partyas.

Theme

way Per gret S m m $ t on hop# jVdea & h&rde batagrle*
Hawst for I’a m t , N fro ia re s tmckte Pe vietori© .
6%5

&

Kjmg Go.Ifa.rye, wyt tqrs Peyteuens, fornyd & flay. & Pay
were

Jo

cna/ed & fley, Pat vrmePe Pay a/feapede, 4

wente to parties of Fraunce to here cofynes, & to
here frendes, % to here cnowleche, for to hauu?
/occur of hen.
650

At Pat ty»e, x :,J fcyngges

were

on

Fraunce. wye he Pat fo/uemea 4 ruled" *© lonaes 4
contras all© y lac he of digr.yie, & lay receuy J hy»
*t

649 fcyngges .werej ©ns MS fcynjr<*•& or

benyglyche & glaciyche, & behy? t hy® al ©rxlyche to

pwtte & to dryue oute of Aquytayne alle hylke
alyons •& /trange rat so were entryd & come into he
land.

But Brut, for he vic/torye hat he hadde of

he** was Jwy/pe giad.de» & of Pe wynnyn of he
py/iage hat hay wojrne of her enemy/es, hys men he
made reefs®,

And al/o after, he wente wyh hys

eo®pa/ny into he eoaaitre & toke preys, & godes# &
tonnes on eaerych /yd* a/feowte hay Jette on feyr.

Bate fro hem# men of :he contrey hare godes toke a
fieye for he® to /aue hnr lyues. And naheles, hay
t/llowe mac he pe/pul# 4 gret /lau&t made oohe in
cyteis, tounes* 4 vylages; for hay wold® hylke vnj'ely
folke imdo Sc noust of he land pa Ice,

Bote wan hay
.

hadde hrousoute all© he load alnso/t ai Aquitayne
emerge and dej’
trued. Brut & hys company come to o

/ tede her he cyte of Turo£y]ne ye now# wyche hat
Wo©«n*s w y V w V y d , wyche hat afterwar he hy£m.3/ylf
areryd 4 made.

Brut 4 hys corop&nye

eye hat her was

a conue/rsyent 4 coneateul „ tede to habbe here refuyt
her.

He trolde her ha/ue a ca/'tel hat jef hya ,/'o

toyful hat he hadde nede to haue re ay;
6611

4

re/fut

1owe 1 v~ r''-:
ka

66# Turo#.y .n«$ MS Vur
added ne

the letorr i
,
;
. with / tail
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fcrein.es for drede he had.de of >e comyg of fee Kynge
675

Crolfarye* fct, w t fee feynges & princes of France, was
coagrg asems hys, & wyt hy® wonder gret pepul fat; wer
ycoroe faj't by feat
w em rn B r u t

j

tede to &®ue hy» b&tayle.

h u d d e ym & d

And

hys ca/tel, feere he abode twy

dayes Golfcry®, & try/t on hy®» & affyede on hys
680

q«g/tarJe & on. fee feardeny//'© of hys sunge

vm n.

And

Golfarye* wyt gret pri/de» & for hardynyj/e of hys
gret I'trayng^e of pejml* he went# to bym,
And feer in

§ m s ffe

©f fc Treasuries* he

m

&

/aged he®.

ce/ede gret

,f:iaust* day

A m y $ t , tyl he co®e 4 mgfat y/ee Brutteys
’
He befcuid fee ' r e u er of forne, & .a lytei he

..

cai'tel.

■

ly v *

hpgaii to lavsgjihet Ifc ;r*s Is# wardes* fee /ayde m j'koryt^,
0j, ■;;
.
* % l © vruto/bul, & ©xlXyd, •& f t r a n g e men., fcy h&uyfe
yaade & y M & i l e d a eft/teX on say
& Arne feay feold^ hy»*
690

m /m ei

Arne sow. m m !

rppon hem emtre 3«» & /layst be® fa/tel
no&t* ne non demure waJsyfe* tylle we fc/e

Swyfee trl/te
Ar*e sow. &
Dwell# je
t^ange/t, 4

fc/e exiled m m ytaJte Jk y/taye, a® /chop* into al cure
ream y/put on pri/on.*
he ha&de wyt by®.
695

Alie fea.y armed fees® wywfej /at

& he .teoledde hy® & ordayned on

* U bateylySf & to t ers/'t Pure

aut*» % ire"

.r.oure

e rm y e s

......

68c ybu 1.; 4 . ed * MS y t u21 <h S

t>73 wy

1

js 5C wych

lay made a rre*

-j

:;e, *.
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ordyr-ed, & di/po/ed tojen/t hen hys cospanyes & toys
fcatayles.

Moa$t woroanlyche he dude* bote a/monges

hys companyes & hcuft, he jede, -& wat ray /chold do
700

wy/lyche tauste hero, & ordayned how Pay .huld
wyf tonde bur* erwyes 4 haute Pe beter of he®.
P u l e Payterays & F r e n c h e m e n

And

vppon feu/e entred, grete

bo/t Pay «ade, .& befpirme to by® J w y t e * f i e fajte*
Bote Pe froianes« anon, he® wytsTton.de* & sef he® a
705

j’cherp Jciiowre. * gret /Isit&t of hare m m y / e s Pay
made* / © feat was yflaye of hpft alnoll; ij allla of

#...of French® aetu And Pesisteg-'IN* koPer

/ r:t‘
7.
w4
I,

|1|/
V ;
'
* toi^ii.: Jiy%| -jHflay.

^

‘i- ft.
#11$.

eome to pe French heft. Per weft bafeuihdance &
' 0i
■/»
/%!/
#'
/#:'
L#f ,:
710- parte of pepul was# wycfce Pat were y/wonpi to hade
.

i

v

'Pm Victwtys.

And M y war S® mctoe m

felt fsir/Zte «nmte» & were

M

'ofegr were

Hot for $N®tfts»

M y abode# & war on cosspa/nye wyt kym agadered
togeder, and bygonste a grot /hour® 4* a. gret /aust
715

vppon Pe Tr©lanes.

#. i'o hard® & en/guriyehe Pay

ful vppon he* to tq/ke here
coapel/lyd hem

trenPe# Pay made 4

'* ■-

.... entrt.

renne, ; # Aqui taynes ha idle Pe victory®, & Pay
be/aged Pe Tr©lanes on Pe cartel.
720

And Pay Pouste

newer to departy Penny®, er Pay war enclo yd wytlne,
and ty/eged* 4 yiake, 4
■were- wyt

;'A

do to pri.
.on, oPer Pat

irons;e „ eg.e enfasyd# ©Per -wyt

on vyl d®;

•
;
7#

ytiwmentyd & yd© to debe.

The nexte nest J'ewyng

after, Coineus tok Brut to con/ayle & j'ayde bat he
725

wolde by

sub

aqwyntyv e bat /ase nej't go owte & on

jpat wode bat was Per jfa/t toy atoyde for hyt wer day.
And Brut. amorwe erlyche /hulde oust wyt hys companye
& ay'ayle toys erayes.

And Corneas, wyb hys hu/hment,

Sefcolda come toytsfiMite bar erases & a/Jayle hem.

?30

Pys

eoi^/ayle bat Corneas tok lykede ful wal Brut* &
glad he was,. berof.

Anon fca/tlyche bat /ame ney3 1,

*

priuelyche, Cemeus went hy» ©ate of be ea/tel wyt

-

-•

'' -

'jg

'

ff'Ste «ry;f 'here erayes• Anon, be frenehiraen & be
Payter^ys «ade m m f t hur# o/t.
and togederys foilst®, s. '
many b©*rf*- '

And ^

ay went©

.-er was at be fur/t comyng

man on bob© Jydys fowls ywondad &

rfiay, for wy non of hem wolde forjef© nor /pare
ober.

Perm© was ber a Troian©, was name was ^ruu.s«

bat was Brutys nevev, bat was more .tra y ‘
dug- 1- more
h&rdeer ban cny of alle be Troianes, owte take
123 The nexte nest* |§S The'^Mitt-e
730 lykede ful welt MS lykede ful fful we I

81

*r
vi' ®en. k he wente amonges

raPer Pan he

prej.'e r French© men

'ctoulde, and was yj'laye.

henne, of hys

n ase

♦
750

& l^er he was ybured.

ffoenne, werrne bo£e

parteys wer /eherpi, t & hardey/t fyj tyng, cos Corneus»
al wmm/ty rag and vnwaor* byhynde hys en/ssyee, & ful
appon apd fherplyche & hard® he® a//ayled, & muche
pepul of hym /low.
S e m e Is© t$we of B m t y s e m i g Patter wer newer .!%

wer /© -aga.: t J»at Pay tor/ake Pa felde k fiey

he#s»
?60

faftsi for >ay trowed© frai Par cos® of hea many m

4u4e,

Pam

Perns©, >e Tyolanes fa/'t pur/ewede & eha/yd

fa/'t hure ©rt/ayes, & felde & r/Jlow© of h©«# nor newer
,/ecede till© £ay hadde of foe® I?© vic/torye.

Nou* t

for i5e*ni©» Brut, he hadd© gret j©y« of he victory.
765

Ho^eles,

ory he w&s of r‘e flawste of hyss pepuls for

wy t-e mmteer of hya sxm al day lai/ed, and Pe French#
762 . ,2sue 1 MS flow#
76^ Brut, he had4©* M3 Brut fay r,e

82

sen euery day etnjcre, *'yd * raorede.

Therfor, he was

on drede Pat Pay wolde cone ajxrn foyra & hys men, & wy t
sore /traynPe & mor g£rjetter oft he» werre*

l-'enne*

fee ft Commits tote, here coneel, & che/e to go to hure

fchippes, & to jaue lies.

For s«t Pay ha M e Pe noy't

party of hure eosspanye ylefte and Jewed, and ai.,'o Pay
hadde Po renmm, wor/ahep, ft reuerence of Pe victory®.
And al/so Pay wolde go feche Pe lon.de Pat to Brut was
to go t© on his Jlmpm 'fey Pe go4deffe*

Pewmm*

he dwellyd hut lytei Per, Jmt went© to heir] Jchepyng,
lift

A cfeargei dj .tee /hipes wyt sany flyaeree- godes ft
mas:
riches, wyche Pat Pay ha M e on Pat loud & oPer lond.es*
...'y ;
reefy"
.efffe¥’'.
;v..
And P % feadds a feyre -'uynM ft wester at- iyfeysg, I 1 %
’■
■
...
id
' vi /
.
ay/lyd toward. Pat fcyn. i#as hyiso/%e. ream, >av cofa-. ft

ar-vJuedt at To U m v m hapen*.
• -

'

tf x . .

'

^'arme was >e same o f

.

|____________________________________________________________|

|

Pat ylend yeitsjipl Altovaai* nycti© Pat
J'.’
aye.a .feag.e.gearafy-g-.

lot for Paime* fmyer lend hy t

was, ft pSente of fyehe of reuervs . ft wod.es.

And Brut

ft ttys felchep gret lehyng hadde to se Pe f&yrrsy/j’e ft
?67

® i„ n ijc re /’j"€ds I© , c o r e /J e d

768 1 : rjetter* |C getter
776

r.eyrjs MS he

777 charged. dj t Mgs charge
781 arja'juede* MS ar the letter -i with a tail
added uede

fie coar.odi teys of fiat loud* & Per to wcnya & to dweX/le.
Anon, P&y sede into Pe lond, into 4 yjuerje places &
centres.

& Pay fon/de geauntys, into fcauys & into

aontaynys aflowe for drede of hure dak & of he®.
79-0

Anon, Pay com/mn, yd to tylea on Pe lond, and to arera

houfyxit so fiat in a href tyrae men ©as f yj’ue muche del
of fiat lond enfeafeited.

fi'eime, Brut, of hys name

onlyche, he clepyd fiat lond Bretayne.

Hys men & hys

co*panye he wold® of fie deritie/ooogi of hys name to
eueraer to faafc/he in 'wywtbe of hymj he eleped hem
Brytones.

Fenne, after fie /peche of hys men ■& of hys

nacyocm, fiat fry,ft & rader wer ycleped frpian.es ofer
■
w* ■’
;
"achort grew,** he cLepede felt fie^ne 3rytayne. And
al/o Corners, he tok. a pcf'rjcion of fie reme wyche fiat
fell® to hys lot, 3c after fie elepyg: on fey® name, lift
was yeleped Oor/iiksws*

& hys men, after fie enfam/pnl

of fie dak, wer Jelepyd Cornyche man.

Ffor my, over

all® fifiat] come, he meat haue fie choy/e of fie lond &
of fie contray after Brut {ffor he was aoft worthy 4
80S

bejft <lc<;eruyd), & fierfor, bycau/e fiat fie lond fiat he
ches was at fie c o m e r * at Pe en/de of fiat lord, hyt
7 6 ? & r i s e r . e ; US d t.r,e l e t t e r u w i t h a t a l l
added uerfie

799 pOf r |c ion * 1C poc ion
8G3 fi.L&tj : -MS r wl »r. the er-sigt. above

t

m

was yclepyd Ctornewaylle by corn pc ion of hys na/se.
And al/e he deiyted. hym to wrax/le & to play® tokens
geantys wy/efee rat on hat con tray wer » r piente &
810

Pykker Pan in any woder con tray of £e reue* E eg for.
lie tok hat contray to hym & to hys cos/panye*

Perme

was her a geant on Pat contray among®® all® Pe oPer
geantys grata/t h /trayngaft oat of ne/ar» was ns»e
was gojorngog«
ae was.

He was of

Pert© owte of sejTure

(, & huge

Pys

gaunt was /o

/trong* >at he wolde b w k a greet trt hym/ylf & X y f x
ft//’
'/^//.ft;
hyt* as byi 'were a lytei sttrde, on fcys bond. Pys
geant, on a. day Pat. Brat was at fcaufcne Per aryuad,
* holy day hulde & asade ays /ol«apny/te to hys
rift/

820

■V

S t y t o n s , mi e u e p r JTgNNs f ill. irppofi. b i a , §. .w ^ e o a e I f a#

* /low hen sutffyehwas, .rams H-og»goir„ And PylJs®
fchit »ach« charged hys nm$, to kepe hy® well ffor fee
S25

«fate M

m to,,ft,gismiPi,^.pt o .ft,m a A s ♦ ;,i£for*

he kept® hyw* for he mder/tcwte by jesyg Pst he wan
P® Xtranga/t cf all®*

And ali'o C o m ® us gret joy®

^Perjof hadde. & anon de/poyied he® and dud# of his
a m o u r » & made hy» pre t to play*.

Penne, Pay went

&2U to k®p« hyps §g> to kep® to kepe hy»
£2# , her 'of* SS of

85
S30

to wraxle & tc playe.

P& geant.

Her » ted Corneus. k her ./tod

I'erane, t’ay caujte wyt .gret wilie, k

coaenlyd for to cach/che eyfeer ol-er.
am

to ar».

1-ay toke togeder

Ar» i?ay put abow, & arm 'Pay put byname.

& wan Pay wer togederys y/et, feet a sens
835

&

tripet tosens tripet byhynde here rygges, Pay hente
euerych ©Per.
hondes.

By /o gret wylle, -ay oa/t here

Thame, mem /hold yjfe torn ajons torn, and

I treng^e y/et ajens /tray/ngl5©, and fot by fore & fot
bghyn/de, and t o m e s many maner. T o m her and torn
8*1©

Pare, euerych of hero wyt a! hys vertu.

taiyt here

bre /tea.. Euervofe pat ©Per, wyt trupettgg & *yt
pai/iyjssfetsles eaeyygfa ©Per to ca* te ofaer.

WyXe yt

Jeaede !%f fay were al cyst fra® Pe ground©, f>enne

:/o;p¥.
■on nest y#s< hero blow© & fror/tye wyt no/e. * forhod
8*5

JWeto# A v£yj/ay«# biotya. * yees twy rifely, brow**
arere, & browns lyese. thoth gren/ne, colour change*
h e d w /fflyte, A haddaa :.4rt# putte, halya, 4 twyche*
« w t , /wynge, & wrynge, eyPer to putte adon oPejr, A
anon as.a vp/terte, and Jaabes ,:eite, 4 tomes fau/te,

85©

and to here handles m m y rooryn
& to by* aseyn draw©;,

ette, and vp are red,

& euer © m e wold e„*r ette o; er

And * jerych weide by a defend©.

Gogsaagog, w>t bye- r-et

8*2 pa.,* y,'aables* ig pa. . the lo*ter j with a
tail added «aaties
845

v.,y

age*

v age

vertu, hys a rn y s he ,frenede, & .ys hondes he laeede*
Cornells to/ward bym he j'o drew, that /re ribbis of hv®
s55

he. toto.ra.ke. Swy/j* e Ao/er he herte hym, & lytel
vaylede Pat he onder hysa ne hadl/de yca/te,

Corneus,

Pat was /ore yhurie, v.t fturte wyt alle angur hat he
west, & drew Pe geant to hy» wyt .fwyche a wylle hat

S60

alle hys ribbis he tobar/te a lytel.

Wen re-eeuered,

he arered J»e geant asen/t Pe feral”te-

He bar P©

geant to a gappe of Pe clezf, bytwyxte hys am®©® el
ylmm*

He opened feys hordes, & let go hys armes.

Pe

geant was beoy* & tok /wyehe a fal adonward Pe elyff
-

86 5

.

> :< v « ' v i

£■' '

*

" "

.

. •.v

vppoiv Pe rokk.es, Pat Per ne left of hy®
onbrofce,

f r,

¥

nor bon

Pe See a/bowt© was rede of Pe blade Pat

bledde of Pat body,

Panne, Pe load was yvoyded of hys geontas, & of

.

-i;

■.*:•

Pe place after hadde hys name of

Pe g M A t Pat Per Tulle.

hare lyrmge.

•'• -

CHAPTER III
GLOSSARY

Irat-roquetion
I. The Glossary normally contains one entry for -every
word in the edited text ©f The History; therefore♦ because
spellings vary, it nay fee necessary to look for a word
under a, for®, different fro® the one the reader has located
^jliV '
■
if!--the text. Mm&zm for aJetei^ede one .most look under
y .:?

aOESES#^ *«* S l M Z i wnder exiled, for coaig, and e o i E M
IISe S. /'*'* Y^’i.V
;.•»"
.
^
•-•
"•
•
-•.
•cMV;
under eocgg. Use f o m s of the words llisted -are
tt;
as -follows--' 1
v
4 4:Mt1
?v
m m §
'Adjectives, adverb® i the first positive for® i?'%
appeiring in the text* if no positive fora is present,
" .V i ,"

I r f f

,1

• ,,

„ r t

- „

M

the first fora of the word appearing in the text.
Conjunctions! fhe first fora appearing in the

text.
Interjection* The first fora appearing in the
text.
Nouns* The first nominative singular for®
appearing In the text* If no nominative singular
fora is present, the- first fora appearing in the
text.
Prepositions* The first font aj. pea r: rtg
text.

a?

the

68

Pronouns*

The

first nominative fora appearing in

m e text*
Verbs* The first infinitive for® appearing in
the text; If n© infinitive is pre* ant» the first fora
appearing in the text.

2. The entries are arranged alphabetically, with the
alphabet being as followsc A, B* C, 0. 1, ?, C. 3, H, I, K*
Lt «. $» 0, P* Q, ft, S, T» P, V. W, X* Y.
The allographs <I> and < j> are contained in 1» </>

<L> la S* end <u> ami <v> in f , and the for® of tfee graph
has no effect on the order of listing.* hence iambes proceeds

*Lu f ~

.W
love.
1
:',Vi
% If there are two foras of a- word in the text which
jm*
Riffl
are very different,* the fora -which appears later In the text
is listed followed fey a swung dash and the form which appears

firsti lienee, child **/child should be read as "-the definition

of child will be found under /child.*

b. Abbreviations found in the Glossary are explained in
the list of symbols and abreviations on. page 11.3.

•he Giossary
A
’l t€r ^ats c-onj .. after

a* art., a
aba/ched* ad,;., afraid
abede: y. prex.. waited

affyede: v. p r e t.. trusted,
relied upon
ts ad j ., aghast.

aboutes adv.. around

s-greuid j adt.« angry

afocutei prep. , about, around

a5 © 5 a a v «. again

afeowte* ad.j., .around

A S e n ^ asens

abydes y. inf.. to await,
wait

asens? p rep-, against
*i* a d j , , all

ace;ede: yy.pret.. ceased,
desisted
ar'or%

t,>‘ ESEi. a c c o r d i n g

aij a d y . , all, completely
* .E n * » every one

■-

-•$*&**

i* n

acuntyd. y. pp.. counted.

l*:.*
foreigners

—

&&y*» almost
adorsf adv ., down

f,;.f

/Sfo

adv*. onto land,
adormar<** adv.. downwards

ashore

a drad* y..iiiippi.i frightened

a ,If os a d v ,. a ls o

adraddei ad J ,. afraid

aaonges* prep., among

adronke* v..pp,, drowned.

amorwes adv,, in the morning

affiance* n. g.. confidence,
truet

arscress n . i,., anchors
an* art.. an

afore* prep.. before

a^d* con.;., and

afrayei y_v inf., to free,
to liberate

angret s ad./,.. anrrv

■"* ■r’‘ * <*dv« , afterwards

angur * n « s ., anger

90

arI’
vsrei n « s.., .answer

aj tromye* n» s «» as-

ar^: uereds v. pret., answered

a rured * v . sre t«, assure d

any* adi.» any

a/yngn®d * v« tret,. ass igned

apayde* v . pp ♦» paid,
recompensed
aperyd? v, pret., appeared

*<■-

aqwynty/et n. s ., trick.
ruse

at! cre'P*« at
atwaynes adv._, is* two
avenges v. inf., to avenge
aventures* n« P»« adventures
auter: r,. s■, altar

■ M r ',

,r

.:A

arwes n . s . . arrow
arytied — arayued

baytayle* n. s ,, combat group,
battle

ajawtet n. s.. assault,
attack

b a te 11* n , s ♦« b a t t l e

a/airtei v . ..nf., to assault,
to attack
ajTayea y. inf«# to find out,
to learn
a, ayie* v« ini'., to assail,
to attack
a Jl'e n t* v - /.n f , , to a s s e n t,
to agree to
a., teryds

EE

aroused

be* v » jiftf«» to be
beddy®* n ■ s ♦, beds
been®* n« fr», bees

b e f a lle * v • i n f ». to b e f a l l ,
to o c cu r, to happen
b efore* adv, , b e fo re
before* prep«, before, in

fr o n t o f

'■ r?b-

beset: y . prt ., begot
behejft * n. s ., ccgasand
beneath* adv., beneath
oer^gliehe: adv., with good,
will
beryg: n. s .. giving birth

bro®: n . s.» broom, Cytisus
■scotoarius

torowes? n * s », brows
brysts adv,, brightly
brynj'tori* r>» s ♦» brimstone
ybulded* v. oret., built

beryl5* v. press*, bear®

burye * v « inf »» to bury

be/1: n. s», beast, animal

bujfefeesj n .

u

.vi

-

.

p

>« bushes

.

hu.ihmenti m

s ,, ambush
t
M.V',
f-'V-.

.

i: •'y

*•v- hW. -•*
£s i 8 | ^
r

toydet: v. pret.« waited
bote* adv.. however

byddyg* n* s ., to M i n g

bote t coni.. tout

toyiare* areto»» before

bote yf t -conj., unless

toygam v . caret •« began

tool5* adi>, tooth

bygynrygf n. s - , beginning

oowe* n. s,. bow

toytualde* v. pret«« beheld

trede* zi, s ♦» breadth

■*te* v. oret.. promised

broke* v. inf-. to break

byhynoe * adv »» behind

bre/ie* n . s .« breast

byhynde* areto«, behind

triage: v« inf., to bring

feyiey * v« bret., w ere arc- -ind .
accompanied

troder* n. g.. brother

92
hynene*
away

inf.» to take

chili «.j
...»' » ClUOS’
&

oyjegeds v^ o r e t ., besiege,!
toyJyleches adv.. di|tff&nt1v
carefully
••■= ■*
>

Wd®* it* ggit^ eh ioce
classour* jj,. a .. clamor, noise

‘-'j'twyrse: jgrep., between
c^e^ : — *- Pret,, cleaved
byt*yxtes g-ep., between
byi’ousti V. pret.. thought
considered

clefts n,

cliff

c X-epyg * n. s .» ea.lling

M'
convenient
pret,, condensed

changes y. inf., to

co»«rsj see note to line
chares n « s*> chair
*

Pret.. charged,

ceatodities: n. p,. commodities,
products, produce

etstrusted i pac Iced
c°®o r * y.« Pre t., cosnanded
^

P^ret , . chased

coapellyd* v. pret., compelled

cheftayne* rn,,s .t chieftain,
leader

coqy g * n . s ,,

chares £^_ s.. cheer

concayles n. £.. counsel

cheualryei n,_ s.. troop ©f

concevedt V
v . Xret,,

*n 1Chts• warri ©rs

cheuarye, n, a., chivalry

q m ing

r»«P
conceyle* Vv,. 1i
conferasyd* v.
V , Pret.

r.f irmed

----------------

contended* v.

contained

contraries adi.. harmful
contres n. s., centry

n* s.. day
dayet y. inf.., to die
dayng 5 n. s ., dy in^

conuenyent* adj., convenient

debate: n. s.. debate

corners n . ,m*, corner

deed* adi . dead:

Cornyches adi., of or pertaining to Corneus,
Cornish

defend©* v, inf., to defend

iOTuJ H l-Sjl* corruption

del*, n. s .. deal
delde* v . prat.* dealt out.
, pleased,

adv.. cruelly
Cri/tene* adi *, Christian
cr3f®* &».ar>« cry, shout
ycried* y. pp». cried out,
shouted

depart©* v. inf.. to depart,
to divide
d are*

B», d ear

deriuaciOttiit n» g»» derivation

derk* adi., dark
dej e r v e d * a d . , d e s e r v in g

cubytess n, p.. cubits

d e j'ir e * v . I n f »« to d e s ir e

cur. e* r«» g ,, curse

d e jp o y la d * v . p r e t » . d e s p o ile d

cyte* n. g«. city

d e jt e n y g i n .

p r e d i c t io n

dej tru e d * v . p r e t , , des tro y e d
{Jarte * n .

* car t

d e t y n y d * v . or . , d©s i n©d

de.yre * n , g ,, desi r e

94
1.* s ,, dea th
deul:

dwelie: y, irj,. to dwell,
to live

grief* sorrow
«'fi* I?- s ,

■dr*jike i n . s ., drink

dignity

ary/uex y, inf,, to drive

di/coafited: y. tret., dis
couraged, disheartened

duk; n. s «, duke

Wconfyt* a d ^ f disced

duryrg: jgep,, during

diicouerei v ^ i n f . , to dis
cover, to learn

<Syjt®s •%-».Bret.. prepared
dy/ertx ad.i.. desert

dii perbelyd: v . m .. 8cat-.

tered

• y ,.*■

~

••

%'j torbelet v. inf., to
hinder , to S p e e d

fpoj'ed: v. oret^, directed

%'«er/et adj^, divers,
'
diverse

ct

Li v
:
J
■t.yr.

: *ffP' ■

‘
W,*&■■■■■

.,9; :•

.

' #1
^■3$S!
1 4

%ich«naent63• n.
•v
-,L i: '
j
I,.'. , .... Let.
■. dOor-R
ancio-ydi y ,. p p ., enclosed
'■

■

f e i/ i ® 8S»>a.

»■

J ■ t.

C

■U

daughter
dou3t^/t^|^,

doughtiest,

S

■

■

—

«

’.t

®

-

* • .Wv^\ri

■ ■

-

•

/

«ncre.- .es _v. inf,, to increase
®^det n, g,. end

dowfcle* .
M i « , double

*"***•* v±__lnf,. to endure

dovtedi v, Pret.. feared

endyd* v » prat.. ended

d0^ri? ! R». s., action

«ridyng? ru g ,, endyng

araWeputr"i C >

to
t0 draw* t

»g« n > p ,, ®ne® Ies
enfasr/d. v^... r.p,. starved

dredes v_. pres.. fear

drede: n,_ s„. fear

enforcye;
to cause

dre® ! fl» s>. noise

engynonss

ydronched* v. pp.. drowned

t0 COBpeX>

,p.. machines

engur1y ches p jy,, f:erve1y ,
cruelly

■t.0

95
en fiaaited i v . p p .. in h a b ite d

enquere* y. inf.. to iaiuire
^anehom n, s «. shield
ert

S, s.. example

fader* n, g,, father

eniuryd, H,. w e t . . asarea
e n te rrtio n s* n . ©

fall* ii.» s ., fall

u w < *
jntent“ “

f«ile. v. inf., to fall

emtre* n«. s.. entrencet
fsmi Ha-

e»try«-*ay

errtre*

fame

adv., fast

, to entre

er: c^Lk* before

fajTte* adj.. fast, near

brands

fajtyda v..grete, fastened

, grand

fay «■*fey-^t

., .
'
; -v-v.Prgt,. failed

f£-

fayro: aait, fair
fairnes6.. a
"^3'
► ;.i:•

wen, flat
euer * adv», ever

felehep* jj^s., fellowship

emerecte-* adj», every

fsides a..g ,. field

•uersore* a4r^, evermore,
for ever

faid®*

Pret.. felled

*^ “■ * Hr... % ** c omp&n ion

mnetycht jgi», each one
*
oxeyted* v^jrei,, encited,
urged

_____£P:§t,, rectived

MAz* few

«Xiled* v,. re.. exiled

*

eyens

fich« ’

&». eyes
* ad*. - either

Jt*

&,, fg iifj
fish

fies y, Inf,. to fiet,
f...ech: fU z , ,

sueat

q6

flete* n. s «, fleet
fleyst* n. s,, flight
fle y n g * n . s . , f l e e i n g ,

flight

fret adl ., noble

frech * al;.., fresh
fredoms n. s«, freedom
frellches adv,, freely

floweress n . p., flowers

French: adi «, French

folSce* n. s,, people

frond©* n ♦ s,, friend

fort coni., for, because

fro: prep., from

for; prep., for

frortye: v. inf., snort

forced* v. pret.. forced

gadory* v, inf., to gather

fdripeUyug* n. .s., predic
tion

gappes n . s ., gap

fortune* n. g«, fortune, fate

garni;che* v. inf., to pro
vision

fori* adv», forth, onward

geants r.« s «, gift-r. .

former* adv,, farther

genoracones* Be_*B.* &®r*<?ra~
tiona

fot* n. s,. foot

foul* adl., vile, dis
graceful
foure* m m ., four
franchlie* n. s .« freedom,
right to land

en vel

at

ger.

*?entery e* n» &.*« nobility
e

y ng * ^-* c» , t easing.

|i%:t;TfwHX 10Vi
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gedre ~ g&dery

Jeff- yf

dad* ad j -, clad

T«ft¥SS n. p«, gifts

gladdede * v, ppet.» was
glad.

telde* v. inf., to yield, to
surrender

cladXvche s adv., gladly

3 ende -•end©

sod: adJ«. cood

^.endVTWs ad.i., ending, dying

Gods n. s*. God

*.ete: v. prat,, poured

codes* n* p,» coodSi gods

xoki n* s ., yoke

codeilf'e* a., sj., godesa

sang* adl», | * g

g e l#

surde* n. s * . fagot

n . S . » g o ld

wwme:

v. inf., to goverr;

gouernoart

setters adJ,** last, pre-

goverr^r

i goyngow t*

-edge, end

jut; ady.., yet
•iflraBT1-.
H

§ra«nte* «,.„„.t«.» grant
.

.

,

'

grhfcnte* v, inf.* id gtfant

.-■jpsy;t■

t*Wmfc!. — ■-d
%4$j&rl * < .-|^r

habundancfe* n, s.» ahundanoe
*

• X

‘

' ;:5;

‘

grene» adi», green

haff * y«

greftne* y« lnff.« to tone© the

naif* n, «». half

teeth, to grinacei to

©marl, to grow l
gret* a&i.. .great, large

gr®ttyelse* adv ♦, greatly

to have-

halya* v. inf,, to drag, to
pull., to'tear at
hanc has * m , p». haunc txes

gretyng* n. a., greeting

nappei n , a «, act of fortune.
act of fate

grew* v. pret,, grew

hard* adi., hard

ground* n. a«, ground

nard«s adv,, hard
ha r dy * ad i ,, har :ly* » trong

3
;ea 13s * n . p ., gaies

*efe* v« lnJf«, to give

hardy ny

e* r,. a •. hardiness

haarm * r., c ., Pa d for "■un e . w i» iortun®
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Party s i n. p»» hearts

h&Skymg

afkyng

ho* pr.., who
hole; ad4.* whole. In tact

tei tlyches a*tv-, hastily

holyi

haj ty* &di., hasty, brave

bond: n, s » . hard

juajfty d : y, inf -» has toned,
hurried

ho.nt.ej v » inf,. t© hunt

adj,. holy

h mny s n, ® »n h on«y

h^tes 9u s„, feat©
featyds v. ©ret... hated
haitenes a, s , . harbor
haunted* y_...;pret.. busied
onese.a.f with, engaged in

hoot* n. s ,, hot
hopes n. ,s». hop#
hopede:

.gret., hoped

S«r%hed ^-©rdafned ...

.

y..pref., we at quickly
nelei

profit, advan®r'
#8 *
i?#tr ?""
S sUELl* ■w a s

&*&

1
ftslsi! f e »j .. teolEet . .
" M m M ,■ >
1 .>$? i . , how. g j ^ g how
help©* y ♦ inf«, t© help
ipNgp! coni*. Hmm
hent*> IT. * ■ * . . too# held
of# wEfg&L
thmm I&JE&S hidden
tilf't ,8dv*» here
twuter* Ktv., hither
.

'

"1 J

l

'

>; # $ $ { & &

‘

iJ^rV.

„,. ;

.

.-‘ .f-i

. , , u ?

f

he**«« 3^-JUtf.. to hear, to
loam, to know

h«s«* Mix.* hug©
h»ld* v., pret., held

harfcene* y,., inf.. to harken,
to 1 istea

himtyg*. r«» s ,, n unt ing

b«rt* n, b .. hart

hwrte; r„« g

fterte* v. aret*. h^rt-

hie* it., h>'

''"®"

hy 1.1i

f:J^

* a., g ». coan&ad, order
* I-.'.Pret -, commanded

h etW *

i ♦# hea vy

hi Ipet n , s ,. heJp

si.

hyndc j r.. s

i"

r*. ^

ills
.r.i
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T
kyngdo®; n. s., kingdon
jaa&es: r*. p,, le«*
jns &iv., in
in.* prep., in

lacede; v. pret.. entwine

Jnassaxcht adv., inasmuch

lakes* n. p,, lakes

Jhcarnacyon. n. s., Xncaraation of Jesus Christ

large j g,dfi,, large
Vj^pres .. decreases

jnowi g,tj.1 .. enough
into*

la,, tt v 4.Inf.. to last

into
lav?ghe« y^laf,, to laugh

loyes n. s., joy

layd.es v._ pret.. laid
■ft/'
- k

t
ft. p., caves

it.:-;
to

ad,< «, fceeri,

;rp
%?f

layers m . s >, inlet, harbor
.I?#-

....... ...........

leden n« s.. leader
s H,: P :>
ft. 1

*

-fcgpe* y . i n f * , to
klepet y» iraf». to call
toe lads v. pret.. to®It
JU.* s

toowe* y. inf,, to know
toy sty®* n* p. , tolgh ts,

warrlore
kylde* v. pret., k u i ^
% ns n, s .. kin , tribe
kynd'?* n. s., typ®, kinij
P*°Pl«. nstIon
n.. s.. kin*

■'•■?

lede j v » inf.

•

Y

(S >?•
:« if

A.

length© * H l-I-l * length
y lamed* v* PP.»_» learned
e: Y-v inf., to harvest
?eie * •w—
.«.» to let, to perM.»,Sign of the cas na

tive

let “ef !
letter

letters, a

v. inf..
!«-** v. inf..

Vt>

lece* n, js., 1
adj.. »
levyngs n. s..

*emai r.Jer
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lord: n. e ., land

M

lone: adv., long-

magy r.aoionns: n « p ., contr i
varices, machines

longe: ad j.f long
maijtrvss n. p., masters
loos: n. s., renown, repuiatioii

male©: v. inf., to male

lord: n. s.t lord

man: n. s., men

lordchep: n. s ., lordship

maner: n. s., manner, fashi

Iftjfts y. Bret., lost

manhede* n. s ., manhood
lot: n. s . , lot
manlyches adv., manly

sikilv/,..

louet n. s .« love
'ifitfifys--.
.f'I • •
•- iylddyd* v . Z‘V., loved

v» inf,, to m m
‘
_

rTf .* ■
many: a-3,1,, m x &

lu>er: adv., badly
saany t cn., many'
lycherye: n. s., lechery
HI

gja gw r. ■. . .

• > ,.v '

'SaSt

lyceases n- a.. permission

■Sra«PP'I'4ft.*a-?«JW»<V
.W ) ■
.'W
I.
lyeje: v . inf.. to lie down
Iff* l$v 8 *, life
lyflode* n . s .» maimer of

marches: n. p., marches.
regions

M 1.?

^

narenerys: n . p,, mariners
ymarrieds v, sp,, married
ma/./ynger: n, s ,, messenger

living
mater: m* s .. matter
Xyft: v. inf,, to lift
maugres prer♦, in spite of
lystlyt adv** lightly
may: v . pres., may

lyfcede: y. pret,, pleased,
was pleasing to

mes pn.* one

lyScyags n . s ., desire

medwsi n . p., meadows

lynage* n . s ., lineage

meldex v. tret,, fo-ght

lytel: adi.. little

me;iydt v . pr et., fo *ght

lyteis n. g». little

mercy: n. s ., mercy
merve 1os i n ♦

p ♦ , nsa: ve ie

— uj ■» ®f the sea

VOoytt,

vy,, ©: ru s ., need, hard
ship
®e or; n. s

s.. midwife

Vie. n.

aiies

Wnds! n. s.. mind

measure

metables n. s .» metal

■Wne. v- inf., to mine, to
tunnel under

mete: n . s ., food
raettes w

N

oret., met

mills: maa,, thousand

nacyons: nJL^

mo

naked.* add.. naked

more

f nations

mocha: ad; ♦, much

name: ru.s., name

moche: adv., much

nameless adv., nevertheless

moder: n. s .. mother

no"

/u.%

mon/ters n. s., monster
montanus: the word is not,
glossed elsewhere, and
li,r> Latin text offers
no assistance in trans
lation.
>*'i*

nei * m f e neither . . . nor

nece; ru s,, niece
ned* J Ih... :•••. need

nedes v, inf.. to need

montaro*s* n. P-* mountains

nedfulr ad.i., necessary
more * adv.» ©ore

nedys* adv., needs
mory^t v. ores*, increases
r2e?'ts li-* s ■. night
wait* adv♦, most

neuer: adv.. never
mot: v , r-res»« must, may

nevev: ru..g., nephew

much©: pn», such

-

e : a jv ,f ne & r

multitude*, ru s.« multitude

'*Ley 3® s as ., nea r
mu 11 plye: v. inf. * to aw itiply, to produce

no: a<Li •, no

mur the: ru £ •. ®irth

no 5 a dv., r.o

myddes* n, s ., middle, midst

r.otel: a ,/. , noble

nobyiych.es adv., nobly
ynocheds v.

w d .,

bam

on:

one

on:

™>51 : adv., not

on:

nojt for Jaimes adv.,
nevertheless

onbroke: adj ., unbroken

rtombre: n . s., number

onlyche: adv., only

non: adj., none

onyst o. s., once

non: adv., not

opened: v« pret,, opened

none: pn.. nona

or “V

m.i.L

ordayned: v . pret.. ordered

&:*£■;■: '&

order: n. s .. order
ordained
.

-----

enemy array
S,■;’y'f'
•
>
'
t
e
j
f
t
e
;|£,'|,'£v (.V'
8
Vi'-t.,
;'-rs'fef
m
v%>-r'.
'%

os interv. oh
Os num.. one
obedyent» ad.i». obedient

occeant n. s.. ocean
ocupeyl7* v ♦ pres ♦, occupies

p n ., other one

ouett prep,. over
ouercocii v, pret.. overcame
^uergo: y, pp.. overrun
ouer/ette: y. ;n f.. to overcome, to defeat

oft adv ., off

ouerhrowe: v, pret.. over
threw

oft prep* > of

oust -v out

offendes v♦ ores.. offends

out: adv,, out

oftes adv.. often
olde: adi.« old

out ofi £rej^, beyond
outedrawe: adj., drawn out

* P * s »» edge

oylet n. s.. oil

pondes; n. p». ponds
poreion; n. s »« portion
portes; n. t>,. ports

P
party: n. _s ., part, portion

power: n. s.. power

paXTaget nr s ♦. pass?

^rey! y.v inf.» to pray, to
petition, to ask
precyous: ad^, precious

I* n? s.

passing

pre/entyd* ?, pret,. presetted
Pr effe: n. s.. crowd

pro/ed; v. pret,, pressed.
”

"

"

...............

“i^ii:’:

Perpetual:

pertenyd: v. pret.,
belonged to
pertenyng* n. $., belonging
pe&* n. s -, peace
petition: n . s ., petition

Place; n. s.. pla^e
plente* n , s «. plenty
pientyuss ad j,. plenteous
pieyei v. inf., to sport,
to play
P° iys * adi,, ssanv

t-• s ■. pride
n.» s ♦, prince
prij or?« n. s »» prison
profeted; y. pret,. benefited,
served
puIce: y. inf., to expel., to
force out
pulled: v. pret., j-^xied
purch.a edi v . i
o.r«.?t, . earned
purpos: n . s «, purpose
pur,.,‘ewe; v . inf,, to jursew
purtrayed; «v,
--,---- ‘or,

por tray e d
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putte: v. inf.» to pat

renn.es v. inf., to run

pattess n. p., pits

reirnyg* n . s., attacking

pylases r . s ., pillage,
plunder

repreuyde* v, pret.« reproved
rej'ayt: n . s«, refuge

pynei n, s., pain, torment

refeueds v. pret., received

pyratys-t n. p. >- pirates

re/te : n, s ., res t
pyte I n, &»» pity

rawer : ru s.. river

S

fM/W"'

reche* ad,],

Jacriflces n, s ., sacrifice

rede* add.,

femet adi>» same

redyt

sane? coni.. save, except

refayt* m» a., refuge

fauet prep., save, except

regn&de< v. pret,, ruled

Jfaues v . i n f . , to save

religeont n» s ., religion

jiaaOu**; re» s ». savor» fxovot

rems n.

j

real*

, res t.
remeimnt i n .
remainder

au te s n . a ., as sau 11

j ay iV i-

v . p r e t . , s a ile d

jcr.ai: v. pres., »ha!1
re»eue* v. inf,, to move,
to remove, to >Ield

cr anydi v . pre t■, shaded
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/charted©* y . pret., rar.
short, had a shortage

jerours see line note I 53

Icheltrm* n., s ., shelter

serfage* n « s .. servitude

ifchenyg* adi«, shining

struantysi r,, r,, servants

jfciieps n. p., sheep

jeraes y ♦ inf., to serve

/chepyngs n. s « , fleet

/ettes v. pret,, set

/cherched ~ Jerehed

i'eyst: a, s ., sight

i'cherp* adv. , sharply
J chi Ides _n._s.. shield
short

seyntys t m, p., saints
/awe* V » inf», to pursue ,
to, follow
j
'if:*
« w t * y,, inf,, to set down

choure:

ir

"
/ \ .

%» to seek
fecund©* adi., second

/hypes* a, p,. ships

see* n. s., sea

mkorjni

/eende* v » inf.. to send
/eg©* n. s», siege
i'eget* v, pret,, besieged
/ew»d*
appeared

seeised.

e«yi%.* n. a .. appearance■
c!:enne * coni,, s ince

*eom

/kyni flu a,. skin
Jlaysts n« a ,. battle,
slaughter
/lee 1 v. Inf,, to slay
_•1epe 5 n. s •, s leep
/lepe* v. inf., to sleep
ieepyngs & ;,:.. sleeping

entens * n. s >, Dean 1ng

®y 11y n g s ad j., «roe1 1;ne.

■ erebeds

ay *e 5 v,

for

v,

p p . . s ea rc he d

n .f

., 1 o sni te

»/«*■ ad/s., smooth

1

i
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jnell* adv.. quickly
t y te •

n . s ». s P i -e

]'o ; adv v. s©
/querys* n.

« squires

j*os coni.. so
. tabled*.. v- gref_. arranSed

/occurs n » s .« succor,
. tati r,■ s .■ position, status

/©court v. inf,, to help,
to soccur

/ tede: n . s •, place

Jolas: P • s .. comfort

/teplys: n. t-._> steeples

iolempnytfes
a. sS-,
Wte: n.
. . solemn!ty
solemn! 1

jtonde* v . inf., to stand

j'omnya; v . inf -, to gather

J tory* n , s•• history

/©net m

Xtrange. ad^, strange. for
eign

s»» son

.ore= aov^, g r e a tly , yery

or*e! 2^2a. aorrow
* " * ' alia, sorrowful
{ote*

swe«t

Xtreo. n. £•■ stream
itrenede. S^JESfc.. strained
: /trends. f c lgf l e n g t h
j'trentes. n^-Et- strongholds

n - . s . , truth

/treke* n. 3 .. stroke

J owes i ^the word is

glossed elsewhere arid
there is no Latin to
translate from.
y:, owes y,.pp.. clasped, held
ija.ce: n » b -, space, roc«
pare* v . i n f . . t© spare

/trong •' ad.<♦. strong
jTtrongXiche* ady«-« strongly •
greatly
J'turte* v. pret^., moveu

j-tryue* »■

strive

_ ty i1e! adv -• still

:Pecht n. s ., language
..uffiice* v^inf^. to sufflce
pekes y. inf,, to speak

perys* n . p,. spears
prede:

pret.. spread

pr 1ngede s v. tre t.
po« 3dt v
wife

pour«4

sust all ♦■ t ime
s u m e : pn.< some
^f«.iy i adv •i sure 1y
-r*-r 1 ad..*« ™or *'1

oret .. took *-J
yl- t*nyd*

ttut;*a'n*‘
1

10?
Jii terys: n. p.. sisters

ten* nuui., ten

,wefr^rg: r.. s .. dreasing

tent* n. s •, tent

■*!erds n . s ., sword

teres* r.. p -. tears

"were: v. pret., swore

to; adv.■ to

,'wete: adjj.. sweet

to: prep.. to

Jwetei v_> inf., to perspire

tobroke* v. pret., broken
down

.wounede: y. pret.. swooned
tofore * adv.» before
jwychet adj.. such
J'wynget v. inf.. to swing

tofores prep., before, in
front of

adv.. very

togederys: adv., together

a
,x

n

s ., side

’

„aE

a ^ ’v

<4

- to say
sse* Si-iS^’ -c
/ygne:

sig„

to^ene: adv., against
£
tosens* orep., against
'

.

torment; n. s .. torment
tom* n. s., trick

w i i Tfc a., sight

i :|■ : V .

J'yInert n

toners tn.. the other one

s.. silver

, tO till

vOunes* n . P*• towns
towardya* orep.. towards
take* v . inf., to take
touryss n■ P >, towers
taky g t t, s«, tak Ing
tames adi.. tame

tran/laty * v , inf», to trait**
late

tarymr t n . s ♦, tary sng

trauayle* n . s .. travail

t a a * t e * y . ore t . , ta u g h t *
to ld

tre* n . s .. 1ree

ire, our * r>. s .> treasure
telle*

v . i n f . t to t e l l

t esap i e * ra. s- . » t emp 1e
1 empre* a d i . .

temperate

*.ripets r,. s., act ot tr ,p~
pir..„ri te* adv

ft
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trowedes v. prat., believed»
thought
truljche* adv., truly
truthec n. s.. truth

Nsaane* adv., then
Permes* adv.. thence

Pen filler word* there
Pirs adv.« there

tryj"t * v . pret., trassted J
confided"

Perfor: adv., therefore

tcyXt* m* s ., trust

Pallet* n. s.» thought

tura&entyds y.
merited

tor-

Pou$ts v. pyet»* thought
Poafaad*

twys num.„ two

tsbs .,

thousand

Psre* mat.■» three
p£«$r* v. p r e t . , threw

»;i!h>rou?outes prep., throughout:
)>ykller. sdJU,
'fyikes a<?.. that
.

*■'-those
^ ,]vVPV''y

i<0*^
WW%!■

jgni/ the- same- one
fcyns*

thing

lira* adj., this
P
Pas ady.. those
Pat* p n . • that
Pat* adi.. that
hat* conj♦« that

Pet art..., the
Pei pn.. which
5eder: adv•, thither
anee th * n . r.. tee th

v
yaylade* y. pret.. was of ust
t o » aXJSea
veniarse«* n. & . ,

v ersgeanc«

versions n, s .. venison
yertu» n . s .» y%rtue
veliels r,-. s. , v essIe
v ic t©.ry e j r.. r:.,

y 1c tcry

vi tay * is* n . }.■. , v j,tua 1s
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Tfta&vy .yd* 5.j •■> ■unawares

vytaylyd: v. tret., provisicned

wider t trot .» under
wider/tod: y, ore*., under
stood

W
wacche: v. i-nf,. t0 watch

ament n, p., watchmen,

vados v. ini"., to undo,
to' ruin

■
’
nrnepQt adv., with diffiCUltT

vwwhu %.* adi., not noble*

guards
wa.keS £ ^ nfv, to wake, to
watch
wal.lea; n. p,, walls

ignoble

wariS y.j Pr©t.. won
'I#:-

vnlelyj M 1 l* onfeapiar.
unfortourarta
vn. -mliofeei adi .. unseemly

|

vnto* Prep.,
to
• -**
■ .

. •■
■
•••■
'■ ; '

f

gu ard iarsfeip

y**mrnep* y , gp.. warned,

' U

«a§s- g u , whose
••• •
>-

;jlp

wm„rteij M i » , wasted

.......

vrm-fr. atf^, ""

wardej n ,M

* lilt* ^nwortiiy;*■■■:

W

/

; | U E % . , wasted,
AS-S.# waste

UB*,w* in«

volataylet

watu jgBi,

a., fowl, M,.life *****

Ml* *
of, whiefc

what kind

vpyde* v-,,jnf., to leave,
to abandonj to avoid

water.- n* a,, water

voy

"*** iln-grgt,,. grew

* n, .5 .* ©wp-*y ing
JDL;,„f*» voice

yp*

up

».♦ a ". way
n. «.. departure
w aning

vpont pret.. upon

waykyngs n .

vp/terte* y. pret.. arose,
got up

way tedt v . pret., wa1t©d
waders n « s ♦« w./ather

vyl* adl.. vile
w e d e r * t»div. ,

wt. i *. r«er , where

'**>'2ak *«* ?-- g. , vi *, ■_r©a

wei * ar:,, we i3
’
*' '

* n . -., vis as *

-A t '

we11e3 s :■

» spr:rigs

wende s V- © re t« » _!rwag!h •■

wenne * c c ;.,;,•. when

wcr ::xyng * at. s .. tas &
word* n. $., word
worthy: adj■, worthy

wepyn: r»» s »» weapon
wratohed* ad:.. wre-rhed

wepyngi n. r -, weeping,
wer

werre: n. s-» *ar

wrynge* v . inf.. to twist,
t© wring

werre* v. inf., to aafce war

wryte* v. inf,, to write

wrrcurj n< 8 » i warrior

wy j adv., why

wertos ady* *
A:"

wyche* pn.. which

-

-$

H« s«. west

" W
nr

wheat

■j

M. %
*- t
L
-wetei v*
io
ns#
f . , to
Know
• -*.V;

wraxle* v . inf., to wrestle

we^er

'•*/•-

?

wyed: adv,., widely

’f f e t n . s . »
wykkedj a.d.1., wicked

-

w«r3M aul%# wmrv

wyldes ad;:., wild

w * N r * coni., whether

wyie* coni., while

wile? o. c«,

m$m* n. g ., wine

■' "'

i

b

'TBTi

'

- «*,

wynd* n» a . , wind

■»c4er* gtdi.. other

wyra^vg* n. s ., winning

A0J'' X;— pr#s«> will| warat

wynter * r». g-.. winter

wish

wonder* adv.. very

^onya* y, inf.. to (Swell.
to I*ve

wy.'e* add., wise
wy. inem ad j.. wise men
w y .iyche* ad,,., wisely

wosaan* n. a.. woMar.

i»0'1: '*di!., «r i*e

woaanlyche* adv.. womanly

wy *.;nn* * a d ■-, w itnij'*

wolphesi n. i .. »oives

wy t •
'r.ne * pr ••; .. .?ith in

worcheofyliy, adv,. respect
Iu3Lly

wy try

e» n . ~., wi tnesc

ill

■wytny/,,- ea; v. pret., wit
nessed

y ;Tyred: ad I •« prosperous
yhurte* a-dj ., hurt, injured

wy tJ'ette: v, inf.« 'to with
stand
wytitonde* v. inf., to with.atamd

yleches aid.. like, equal
ylend* n . s .» island
ymage* a» s«« Image

-

wy^s prep., with

w&P&r&me* y. inf., to with

y&aajchede adj«. containing
threats of suffering

draw
yredy**redy
wyrjrnies adv., within
wyfrewfces prep.. outs ids

ytrau&ylyd* aaj,, tire- 'fey
labor
yuyls m. s ,, illness

.

y«yl* adv.» very
>

it

.

e

6

S

*

“

•

€ ': -

ywondedi adi*. wounded

6 E

yjf* =s l Ll. **

ywoqyd* adi.. accustoiaed
1,

• it f'.ti- l -

; ■' fe '

v'

•

MW P^epW W *

.

." i ' j

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS £MD ABR3VX&TXQKS
/ in the graamar *or»* in The History signifies that the
word was written on two tines.
/ / contain phonemes

developed t r m

adv-. adverts

Lct«( Latin

C any eoiwonant

m m c *, masculine

C complement

ModB Modern English

coni ** conjunction

H any nasal.

fen-., feminine

3* syllable carrying nasal

i© indirect object
n +* noun
inf*. infinitive
HWG Mew High German
inter ,, interjection

n m t ., neuter
L any liquid
noiii., nos*1ro.%ive
113

.x%
0 direct object
;j.» objective

prep •. prepos itior.
lores., present

OE Old English

pret.. preterite

OHG Old High Gersssam

8C relative clause

P>. plural. par tic ipi s

S subject

Par t., particip1©

s., singular

Per.» person

¥ verb

pn.» prensun

v • verb

j

t

W-- :

•-y ••■

a.*'-'

cited

<
it1-

'
; '.Ij.
if «•*, i

*

•.
5 ;:

•

■' * & •

&*•%
W I*

•,
•*i *ivJ;Vy[.'-. ’
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